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A WinHt Of Widespread Pante 
It's not Everyday a band packs the house like this! 
See Widespread, page 11* Photo by Benjamin A. Baker 
Volume VII, NO. b 
Quoteline: "Do You 
Believe In Qhosts?" 
On almost every page! 
In A Pig's Eye: 
A Mother's Halloween 
Horror Story- page 3. 
The Bride of 
Clintonstein: 
The First Lady Nightmare. 
See Page 7. 
The Passion Of 
Dracula: 
The Masquers will present 
The Passion of Dracula 
October 28- October 31st 
at 8 p.m. in Jenkins Audito­
rium. For a sneak preview , 
see "Dracula," page 26. 




SGA Racked by Scandal 
From Inkwell Staff Reports. 
October 21, 1993 
Feelings and emotions ran deep in a 
SGA Senate meeting when Sophomore 
Senator Alicia Kelly accused SGA Presi­
dent Terry Samuels of conduct unbecom­
ing of an officer. 
Kelly testifi ed that she had agreed to 
help Samuels with his duties when he was 
unexpectedly thrust into the president's 
position upon the resignation of Kenneth 
Smith last April. She alleges that she had 
agreed to help Samuels with the SGA 
Agenda format and the use of MacW rite II, 
but now feels that she was taken advantage 
of as she continued to do the agendas after 
Samuels had time to adjust. She did this, 
she says, "not because of personal gratifica­
tion, hidden agendas, or public recogni­
tion, but because (she] did not want the 
Senate to operate in limbo." 
Claiming that Samuels has fallen short 
in his duties as SGA president, Kelly cites 
the following examples: 
1. Samuels has missed several meet­
ings with Faculty and Administration. 
2. Samuels has publicly embarrassed 
ASC and SGA. He is all eged to have 
"addressed the SAC governing body out of 
order, yelling, and becoming a clear embar­
rassment." Samuels addressed the entering 
freshmen at a CHAOS session in a "shabby 
tee-shirt, unironed shorts, no socks, and an 
unwashed face... and engaged in Armstrong 
bashing." He has "enlisted combat tech­
niques" with regards to the Senate and the 
College Union Board, subjecting student 
leaders to "tantrums, condescending tones, 
and accusations of 'Not doing our job' and 
'letting the student body down', an appar­
ent attempt to cover his shortcomings." 
3. Samuels does not understand his 
powers. When asked to justify an executive 
decision, he replied, "That is the decision I 
made." Kelly stated that he had "an obliga­
tion to justify his decision to the Senate." 
She also cites that Samuels gave away tee-
shirts that Senate funds had paid for. 
4. Kelly alle ges that Samuels made 
several personal advances toward her this 
summer, which continued into this quar­
ter. He was becoming a "constant nuisance 
in iherl personal life," Kelly claims. 
Kelly submitted to the Senate the fol­
lowing affidavit: 
On October 12, Kelly was u nable to 
attend a CUB meeting, and was unable to 
locate Samuels to notify him. She left a 
message in the Student Activities Office, 




Ever wonder what happens at Arm­
strong? Here are a few of the things you may 
not know: 
At the faculty meeting on October 5, 
President Burnett announced that the new 
physical education building would be bid 
soon. 
President Burnett also updated faculty 
on the newly proposed classroom building. 
The building is to be 62,000 square feet, 
and will include 95 offices, 14 classrooms, 
and conference rooms for Physical Therapy, 
Radiologic Technologies, Government, 
Math and Computer Sciences, and the 
School of Education. 
Dr. Burnett announced that under­
graduate enrollment had increased by seven 
percent to more than 5500 students, while 
graduate enrollment increased by 40 per­
cent. 
For more information about the school, 
see "From the President's Desk," a message 
from President Burnett, on page 29. 
'Shelley Carroll 
Name the Cats! 
See page 21. 
Good Professor, 
Bad Professor: 
How to avoid the "bad" 
professors, and how to find 









at Armstrong State College 
If you can't fit college classes into 
your weekday schedule, take a look 
at Armstrong's newly expanded week­
end program. A lineup of popular 
core courses will be available on 















Strategies for Success 3 
Composition I 5 
Elementary French I 5 
MODERN U.S. 5 
General Psychology 5 
Time 
1:00pm - 4:00pm 
1:00pm - 3:10pm 
1:00pm - 5:15pm 
8:00am - 12:15pm 
8:00am - 12:15pm 
Day(s) 
Saturday 





Advisement/Advance Registration for Winter '94 
Advance Registration for Winter '94 
Weekend Registration for Winter '94 
Advisement & Registration 
First Day of Weekend Classes 
Last Day of Weekend Classes 









If you need additional information, please contact: 
\ \ \ Admissions Office 
Advisement Center 
Financial Aid 
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Winter Quarter 1994 
Advance Advisement and Registration 
October 25th- November 5th 
Fees must be paid by December 14th unless 




Sure, I'd Be Delighted 
To stick with the Halloween motif of 
this paper, Shelley asked me to write about 
a personal trick or treat that I many have 
encountered on this momentous holiday. I 
racked my brain to remember a treat. George 
says, "Sorry, nothing." But, tricks, let me 
tell you. 
1 have the ability to over-extend my­
self to the point that 1 feel like a rubber 
band. 1 was t he President of the White 
Bluff Elementary P.T.A., and I had the 
brainstorm to move the spring carnival to 
the wonderful season of Halloween. It 
seemed like a good idea at the time. Hal­
loween fell on a Saturday, and I could get 
one of our biggest fun raisers behind us 
while we all still had energy to spare. My 
cabinet and I began in early September 
ordering prizes, setting up schedules for the 
games, and planning the food booths. Well, 
with a little less than two months to H-day, 
we found to our dismay that many of the 
companies required at least two months 
notice or had an eight week shipment date. 
Also, every other blasted elementary school 
in the district had a Halloween carnival. 
Guess what that caused! Noonewantedto 
overbook pre-cooked candy apples or had a 
cotton candy machine to rent. Laughing 
became the routine response to our inquiry 
regarding the rental of a popcorn machine. 
It became my mission in life, however, 
to prove to myself and Mr. King, the prin­
cipal, that I could pull this little fiasco off. 
1 set out to confiscate any and all prizes from 
McDonalds, Burger King, and any other 
fast food joint in the yellow pages. I 
searched until I found a company that had 
a "grab bag" prize box that could be deliv­
ered within my time frame. I ordered pop­
corn from the movie theater on Abercorn 
and found a cotton candy machine in 
Hinesville. I am not quite sure how my 
friend, Cathy, managed it, but she coerced 
a woman from Guyton into three hundred 
candy apples for Halloween day. The catch 
was wehad topick them up from the Burger 
King on Derenne Avenue the night before 
Halloween. By that time, I would have 
gone to Mars for that precious commodity. 
The night before the event, Cathy and 
1 were up to our elbows bagging popcorn, 
out of breath blowing up balloons, and 
jumping over shoe boxes filled with won­
derful prizes (or the facsimile thereof). 
When we finally decided to hear the hun­
gry cries from our family, we looked at the 
clock. We had exactly ten minutes to meet 
our candy apple lady at the Burger King 
rendezvous. Needless to say, we probably 
broke the law to ensure the happy smiles of 
children. The best part was trying to fit ten 
flats of thirty candy apples in the back seat 
of my small Taurus wagon, especially when 
you couldn't stack them on top of each 
other. We managed it after much delibera­
tion. We jumped into the car, thinking 
maybe this would work. 
We looked at each other almost at the 
same time. Our horrified expression con­
firmed that we were drinking the same 
thing. "Cotton Candy!", we yelled to­
gether. I had forgotten to pick up the 
machine. Werushedbacktomyhouse,and 
in an O. J. Simpson fashion, I dashed for the 
phone. Thank God, the establishment was 
still open. The kind gentleman on the 
other end of the phone probably is st ill 
shaking his head at the rushed-feel-sorry-
for-myself conversation that spilled from 
my mo uth. He understood or maybe just 
wanted to shut me up, but he quickly said 
I could get the machine in the morning. I 
fell asleep that evening and dreamed a 
wonderful Thanksgiving dream. 
The morning came too soon. My hus­
band made a dash for the cotton candy 
machine. Cathy and I met the forces at the 
school. One of my memorabilias from this 
occasion is a snap shot of me dress in red, 
curly wig, big red shoes, clown makeup with 
red nose, and a multi colored polka dotted 
suit giving orders like a drill sergeant. All 
of us had the booths set up, and we were 
ready to go. 
The biggest hit of the carnival was the 
haunted house that Cathy had conned her 
sister Kay, - w* I had been so busy 
that I had no yet ventured in to this work 
of art. However, about 11:00 am, Cathy 
came running and yelling my name, It 
seemed that my middle daughter, Jennifer, 
had visited the haunted house and refused 
to budge from her shelter under the table. 1 
ran toward the ordinary classroom, think­
ing, "Good God, what next?". As I entered 
the room, I could hear the frantic cry of my 
child. I vaguely remember running through 
an obstacle course that consisted of the 
bride of Frankenstein, Dracula, and a 
werewolf. 1 went immediately without 
wrong turns (I could get lost on an oval race 
track. Nosenseofdirection.)andfoundmy 
daughter wedged beneath a table with tears 
streaming down her face and air being 
forced from her lungs. 
1 coaxed her out from under the table, 
using cotton candy as a bribe. I kept telling 
her over and over not to be afraid. When 
the door was in our sight, we both sighed 
with relief. All of a sudden, a man dressed 
like a lunatic jumped from behind a fake 
wall, and I lost it. 1 really don't know who 
screamed louder, Jennifer or I, but I can tell 
you that neither of us have gone any where 
near a haunted house since then. 
The amazing part to all of t his esca­
pade was that, in the spring, I actually heard 
myself tell this nice lady that I would be 
personally responsible for the next Hallow­
een carnival if she would please be the 
President of the P. T. A. for the coming 
year. She laughed and politely bowed out 
by saying, "Sorry, 1 don'thave enough time." 
God, sometimes, I wish those words would 
come out of my mouth instead of "Sure, I'd 
be delighted." But, by God, where there is 
a will, there is a way. 
4 
The History of Halloween 
The Inkwell • October 27, 1993 
The history of Halloween is an interest­
ing one that has evolved over thousands of 
years since its origin in the ancient Celtic 
(pronounced keltick) culture. 
The people known as Celts lived prima­
rily in present day Great Britain and Ireland 
more than two thousand years ago. Each year 
on the eve of their New Year's celebration 
(around the first day of November) the Celts 
would gather in their tribes and pay homage 
toSamhain, the god of death. It was believed 
that Samhain summoned the souls of all who 
had died in the previous year and allowed 
them to visit their families for the night, after 
which they would fly through the night sky. 
The celebration not only ushered in the new 
year, but also the season of cold, darkness, and 
decay. 
The Celtic priests and teachers, called 
Druids, ordered the members of their tribe to 
put out the fires in their home and to gather 
at one great communal bonfire. The fire was 
fueled by sacred oak branches and in it ani­
mals, crops, and even humans were sacrificed. 
The fire was meant to be a common source for 
each family in the tribes to re-light their 
hearth fires, which would burn for the rest of 
the year. The great bonfire was also lit to ward 
off evil spirits as well as tell the future for the 
tribal members. Each person would mark a 
stone and place it in the bonfire. It was 
believed that death was certain in the next 
year for anyone whose stone was m issing. The 
Druids would also tell fortunes based on the 
remains of the sacrificed animals. Often, the 
Druids would dress in white robes and the 
skins and heads of animals. They would light 
torches from the sacred bonfire and run 
through the hills of the region. 
When the Romans invaded and con­
quered the Celtic lands in the first century 
A.D., they adopted some of the Celtic prac­
tices and incorporated them into their own 
celebrations over a period of four centuries. 
The Romans had two autumn festivals. One 
was to honor Pamona. the goddess of fruit and 
trees. The other was called Feralia and it was 
held late in October to celebrate the dead. 
After the area was Christianized in the 
ninth century, many of the pagan Celtic and 
Roman practices survived. The Church es­
tablished All Saint's Day, and it was to be 
celebrated on November first. The following 
day would later become All Souls Day and the 
night before would be called All Hallowed's 
Eve. 
That evening celebration developed into 
our holiday of Halloween. Over the centuries 
the ancient rituals of the pagans were woven 
into the Christian celebration. Costumes 
and treats (in the form of fruits and nuts) 
come directly from the Celtic and Roman 
practices. 
Other traditional Halloween activities 
have later origins. In late medieval England, 
vagrants went begging or a-souling on All 
Soul's Day. They were given soulcakes and it 
is from that practice that we came to distrib­
ute sweets in addition to fruit and nuts. Once 
the distribution of sweets became common, 
the beggars developed the habit of playing a 
prank on those families who would not give. 
Sometimes they would overturn small build­
ings. The belief that elves, fairies, and witches 
(sometimes in the form of cats) took flight on 
All Hallowed's Eve. This is the reason why 
only little children traditionally dress up—to 
represents the tiny elves and fairies. 
By the time the United States had been 
established, the traditional celebration of Hal­
loween was relatively standard. However, 
because of certain strict religious groups the 
holiday was not widely popular. It was not 
until there were mass migrations from Europe 
(especially Ireland) in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries that the feast 
became common throughout the country. 
During the middle of this century the 
traditional practices of "trick-or-treating" 
gradually became less favorable as the dangers 
of modern Halloween celebration (traffic re­
lated fatalities, kidnapping, unfamiliarity with 
neighbors, and tainting of candy) urged people 
into their own houses were private parties are 
thrown. 
If you are interested in reading a more in 
depth explanation of the history of Hallow­
een, check out the following books: 
— Halloween, by DJ H erda 
— Halloween Through Twenty Centu-
ries. by AJ and Ralph Linton 












SGA Racked With Scandal, continued from page 1 • 
and eventually spoke with Vice President 
Issacson personally. 
When she entered the student center, 
Kelly claims she was bombarded by stu­
dents telling her Samuels was very angry 
that she "was not adhering to [her] respon­
sibilities." Kelly went immediately to speak 
with A1 Harris, Director of Student Activi­
ties, and left a message with the office for 
Samuels. 
As Kelly said, "When President 
Samuels called me, I again reiterated that I 
did not take pleasure in his 
unprofessional ism concerning CUB. 
Samuels then went into another one of his 
speils about how we, the senate, gave up on 
the student body... I then retorted that our 
positions are on a volunteer basis, we work 
because we enjoy it and have a genuine 
desire to better Armstrong. Samuels then 
enlisted in a personal attack on me. He 
accused me of making sexual advances to 
him, and to other officers. His exact wotd-
ing was, 'I knew your type when I first met 
you. You a lways tried to get me, after I 
wouldn't give you any play, you went for 
I another officer], after you finished with 
him, you're going for [another]. Who will 
be next in your climb for powerr Before I 
could respond to these most hideous, out­
landish, and even ridiculous accusations, 
President Samuels slammed the phone 
• a o w r t . "  •  • "  -  - ' -  -' - V .  .v .  ,  
Describing Samuels' behavior as "lewd" 
and "borderline psychotic", Kelly pleaded 
for a Senate vote of "no confidence," a type 
of senatorial reprimand. 
President Samuels was then recognized 
by Senator Courtenay Nichols. Samuels 
stood, and addressed the Senate, stating 
that he had run for an executive office 
because he cared. Admitting that he had 
no previous experience with governing 
bodies, Samuels said, "I've been learning as 
I go along." 
Samuels then addressed the accusa­
tions of Kelly, clapping his hands, and say­
ing, That was a wonderful performance." 
Rather than attacking the accusations be­
ing brought against him, Samuels lashed 
out at Kelly, stating that he'd have never 
thought that she would seek to "dethrone" 
him, and that she was merely "seeking 
power." 
Samuels alleges that Kelly was vying 
for the newly available vice presidential 
office when she made herself available to 
help him, and that the idea of becoming 
Vice President was "intriguing to her." He 
claims that she is showing her displeasure 
for not being chosen as Vice President by 
making accusations. 
Samuels then reprimanded Kelly in 
front of the Senate, citing insubordinate 
action towards an officer. Accusing Kelly 
"of "seeking -power," fame, glory; arid"atten­
tion, " through "butt-kissing," Samuels told 
the Senate that he realized that he was an 
intimidating figure. 
Claiming that Kelly had a "blatant 
dislike" for him, Samuels turned to Kelly" 
and said, "It's always going to be personal 
between you and me, because you go against 
everything I stand for... you sneak, you lie, 
you cheat, and you know it." 
Finally, a senator interrupted and ob­
jected to the entire exchange, and Kelly 
left the room in tears. 
Under new business, Kelly made a for­
mal motion for a vote of "no confidence." 
Senator Weimer stated that she resented 
the Senate being used to air personal laun­
dry, and called the entire motion to ques­
tion. When it came down to a vote, how­
ever, the Senate voted to charge Samuels 
with a vote of "no confidence," and the 
Senate has high hopes that the situation 
will improve with time and effort. 
In other Senate business, President 
Samuels inducted three of the Senate's 
newest members: Pam Bowden- Health 
Professions, Mona Collins- Arts and Sci­
ences, and Kathy Haines- Arts and Sci­
ences. 
Secretary Kelly Swain announced that 
she was unhappy and disappointed that she 
would not be attending the SAC confer­
ence this quarter, and she informed the 
Senate that she felt Armstrong would be 
hurt if she were not allowed to continue die 
work she started. Senator Ken Strickland 
gave up his seat on the SAC conference to 
allow Swain to attend, but President 
Samuels chose Senator Michelle Lehtma 
to go in Strickland's place instead. 
The Senate announced that the 
Haunted Forest will take place on October 
29, from 6-9pm. November 4, at 6:30 pm, 
the Senate will be attending the Ronald 
MacDonald House in an attempt to im­
prove their community service. 
Alicia Kelly of the Student Services 
Committee announced that she had been 
meeting with Dr. Joe Buck and Bill Kelso of 
Student Affairs in an attempt to improve 
the transition into college life for minority 
dorm students. She also announced that 
she was trying to set up a list of local 
businesses offering discounts to Armstrong 
students. 
Jennifer Crumbly of the Student Fac­
ulty and Staff Committee announced that 
the Night Student Forum did not go well, 
and that it was, in fact, "very disappoint-
m g"  
Next SGA Meeting: 
Thursday, Ocotber 28th, 
Room 204, 
Memorial College Center. 
rK*4v v. •v.v.".1 
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Clinton In Somalia 
To the Editor, 
Be careful what you ask for, you may 
get it. We now have the biggest joke of a 
president to take office in the history of the 
United States. This letter mainly has to do 
with his foreign policy. What I'm talking 
about? He has no foreign policy. First their 
was the world trade center terrorist bomb­
ing and now the s--t in Somalia. 
Grow up and face the real real world 
people. Its not always a pretty picture. I sit 
in front of the TV and on one channel is 
CNN showing the dead body of one of our 
fallen soldiers being dragged throught the 
streets of Somalia, while the majority of the 
American citizens are probably watching 
the airhead doing aerobics on the other 
channel. 
These two acts, the world trade center 
bombing and the Somalia Incidents, are 
aggressive declaration of war against this 
nation. Wheneveraforiegncountryharms 
either a citizen or military personnel of this 
nation that is an act of war on the United 
States. 
1 find after our troops have been killed 
and the dead bodies dragged through the 
streets of Somalia, Clinton wants to pull 
out. 1 used to say we needed to pull out. But 
not now. Not after what has happened to 
our soldiers, who are there defending your 
right to watch that airhead on die other 
channel. 
Of course, thats a Democrat for you. 
Their weak and they make this country 
look weak. No one can give me one good 
reason for having Clinton in office, but 1 
can give you reasons for having Bush in 
there. One is the fact that Bush actually 
won the popular vote. So how did we get 
stuck with Hillary's puppet? It's called the 
electoralial votes. And they prove how 
screwed up our country is. 
Of course peole like to gripe that Bush 
wasn't doing anything for the economy. 
Take a political history course people. The 
job of the president is to defend this nation 
against foreign invaders. It is the Congress' 
job to staighten out internal things such as 
the economy. 
Bush did a fine job over in the Persian 
Gulf. I wish I could say the same for 
Clinton in Somalia. But all he wants to do 
is pull out. If it was your family member's 
dead body being dragged across the streets 
in Somalia, would you want to pull out? 
And no I have no relatives over there. Its 
just we need to take a stronger stand agsinst 
this. If a terrorist can come onto American 
soil and do what they did to the World 
Trade Center, think what they could do in 
1996 in Atlanta and Savannah when the 
Olympics Arrive. Its time for this country 
to stop being nice and help itself before 
helping others. Its timefor justice to return 
and get rid of all this liberal crap. I'm for 
equal rights for all races, but when murder 
comes into play, such as in Somalia, you've 
done abused your civil rights by taking 
away all t hat a man has and all he is ever 
going to have- LIFE. 
-Name Withheld 
A Message From 
The Writing Center 
Dear Editor, 
Even favorable publicity is not always 
free from creating misunderstandings and 
misconceptions. Even good publicity can 
do a subtle kind of damage to one's theories, 
practices, or causes. I was reminded of this 
when I opened the September 29th edition 
of The Inkwell and read the article by 
Grace Robbins on the ASC Writing Cen­
ter tutors. Come to the Writing Center, 
Ms. Robbins enthusiastically writes, "if 
you're pulling your hair out over grammar 
or the MLA form." 
It would make my job here much sim­
pler if I only had to re-educate Ms. Robbins, 
but 1 really can't blame her for espousing 
what seems to be the prevalent attitude 
concerning what writing is, w hat writers 
do, and how the Writing Center fits into 
the process. 
The Writing Center tutors know that 
writing is a difficult and messy process. 
They understand your worries over dead­
lines and grades and trying to meet your 
teacher's expectations. And, believe it or 
not, the college administration and faculty 
understand this, too. The Writing Center 
exists to help make you better writers. 
In the Writing Center we want to 
focus on you, on what you think, and what 
you want to say to your readers. The tutors 
are here to act as interested and informed 
readers who can ask you those tough ques­
tions that will get you started thinking on 
an issue or let you know when something 
you wrote is jus t not working well enough 
to get your ideas across. They can help you 
develop strategies to keep your writing fo­
cused and organized. They can help you 
decide what and where you may need to add 
to or delete from your writing. During an 
individual tutoring session you can speak 
with a tutor about any stage of the writing 
process from invention to final proofing. 
And, of course we will help you to 
leam to recognize and fix your own surface 
errors. We'll show you where in the hand­
book die MLA (or APA) format can be 
found. We can even get you started using 
Word Perfect 5.1 on the computers in 
Gamble 106 so that you can present profes­
sional looking essays, research papers, po­
ems, or lab reports to your professors. 
We are here for all the writers on this 
campus- not just English majors. We can 
talk about all kinds of writing- not just 
English essays. The most important thing 
I tell each of the tutors is that everyone who 
walks into the Writing Center is a writer. 
That is how you will be treated when you 
come into the ASC Writing Center. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Martha Marinara 
Director of the Writing Center 
6 
for~m n-Chief 
Shelley Gar roll 
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("EVALUATE tinkweu. '1 
The Staff of The Inkwell welcomes all comments, suggestions, and/or criticisms. For any 
readers of The Inkwell that would like to help in the improvement of the paper, this space is 
provided...* 
The aspect of this issue that I like the most is:_ 
The aspect of this issue that I liked the least is:. 
What I would like to see more of is 
The kinds of things I would like to see are:. 
General comments concerning The Inkwell (format, content, etc.) are 
welcomed here: 
Submit suggestions for an upcoming top ten list here:_ 
R 
• > 
**Please send formal responses to articles or opinions on some different piece of paper and 
send to The Inkwell (MCC Building, Rm. 203) 
Letter Policy Department 
The Inkwell welcomes letters praising or criticizing the editorial opinions or policies o 
the this newspaper. Letters to the editor may be hand-written or typed (double 
spaced) and they should not exceed 600 words. They may also be submitted on 3.25 
floppy disk, provided they are formatted with a Macintosh and they are in MacWrite 
or WordPerfect. Letters must be signed and include a valid mailing address foi 
verification, but names will be withheld upon request. The Inkwell reserves the right 
to edit letters for style or content. Please address letters to Shelley Carroll, Inkwell, 
11935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 31419. 
The Inkwell also welcomes guest editorials. They must be submitted one week priot 
to the submission deadline, and it must meet the approval of the Editorial Board. 
Circulation Department 
The Inkwell is distributed on Wednesdays five times a quarter. Copies may be obtained 
in the distribution boxes located in Hawes Hall, Solms Hall, the Cafeteria, the Fine 
Arts Building, the gymnasium, the Administration building, Gamble Hall, the Lane 
Library, and Victor Hall. Subscriptions are available for home delivery (through the 
mail, actually) for the paltry sum of $5 a quarter. Please address all inquiries to:Shelle> 
Carroll, The Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 31419. 
Advertising Department 
The Inkwell's national advertising rates are 
as follows: 
$ 7.50 per column inch 
Discounts are available. 
Call (912) 927-5351 for more information. 
Insertion Rates: $75 per 1000 
1000 minimum; 2500 maximum. No 
barterin'. 
The Inkwell is published five times per academic quarter, bi-weekly on alternate Wednes 
ays It is astudent publication and does not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the 
acuity, administration, the University System of Georgia, or the Board of Regents. 
• *- 'a as ».-• „ 
' * a *  "WW 
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Bill Clinton's Foreign Policy 
and its Effect on the Presidency 
As the fall season waxes upon us, it is 
time to reflect upon the foreign policy style 
of America's 41st President. 
Clearly, the President's emphasis on 
foreign policy was to be second to domestic. 
policy vis-a-vis the economy and health 
care reform. Although many are not sur-
prisedathowlittle importance Clinton has 
placed on foreign policy, many Democrats 
are dismayed at their party leader's han­
dling of foreign events and many Republi­
cans are saying, "1 told you so." 
As a student of politics, the presidency, 
and the policy making process, I am rather 
dismayed at his handling of recent events 
in Somalia and Haiti. 
With Somalia in particular, the Presi­
dent has clearly departed from the goals set 
down by President Bush as to the role of the 
military, its mission, and when it should 
come home. Bush stated that the role of the 
military was to see that the supply lines 
would be opened up in Somalia so that 
foodstuffs could be distributed to residents 
of Mogadishu and the interior of Somalia. 
Despite the success of this around Feb­
ruary or March of this year, Clinton did not 
pull the troops out. Instead, he chose to 
expand the original goal of President Bush 
and decided to acquiesce to the wishes of 
Secretary-General Ghali to use U.S. forces 
to hunt down General Aidid. 
In Somalia as in Haiti, President 
Clinton has refused to state any clear objec­
tive as to the role of our military in these 
countries and most importantly, cannot 
seem to enjoy even the support of the 
peoples indigenous to the regions he wants 
to help. In addition, one fails to see what 
key national interest lies in these areas to 
justify such a large and expensive Ameri­
can presence. 
The ramifications of these policies on 
the American Presidency are already tak­
ing shape. Congressional deliberation over 
keeping our troops in Somalia and anger 
over the recent rejection of our supply ship 
off the Haitian coast show that if the 
Presidency cannot make crucial military 
and foreign pol icy decisions, Congress will. 
Furthermore, it can be observed that 
Clinton's "utter contempt" that he held 
for the military in the 1960's is outmatched 
only by his ineptness at using it in the 
1990's. 
Such a possible trend bodes ill for our 
nation and the Executive branch. Con­
gress is a clearly deliberative body, and the 
Presidency, the branch of action. Quick 
decisive acts involving the military are in 
a sphere of control best left to the "Com­
mander-in-Chief." However, one cannot 
blame Congress for stepping in, especially 
if the President cannot seem to make the 
correct choices. 
The Somali and Haitian policies are, 
ironically, microcosms of the Clinton Presi­
dency thus far: unclear, unpopular, weak, 
and vacillating. 
Despite disagreements over the in­
creased troops in Somalia and U.S. per­
sonnel in Haiti, the U.S. must go ahead 
and do what the President has said. If not, 
nations of the world will doubt the level of 
commitment that the sole superpower has. 
Still, the foreign policy techniques of the 
President leave few individuals much hope. 
Except maybe for Clinton's Republican 
opponent in 1996. 
-Jeffrey DeLoach 
of Clintonstein 
The wind blows cold across the bro­
ken, deserted battlements of conservative 
Americans, and a piercing cry can be heard 
in the distance. As the sun sets over this 
troubled land, America howls in pain as 
some terrific beast drives a stake of liberal­
ism into the heart of the nation. 
What is this troublesome beast, and 
whence did it come? Ah, my sleeping 
beauties, when I speak of this blood-suck­
ing beast, this lecherous, vile creature, I am 
not speaking of vampires, goblins, or 
witches. I speak of Hillary- the Bride of 
Clintonstein. 
Of course, there are many of you out 
there who are fooled by her charming (big) 
smiles, and misled by her seemingly good 
intentions (fame). But I must warn you, 
giving into monsters without a struggle can 
only make you their puppets. 
The Bride of Clintonstein, Hillary 
Bealzubub Rodham Clinton, is the product 
of some terrible experiment, a project of 
Homo Anachronistic Genetics, Inc. 
(HAG), which resides in Jimmy Carter's 
basement. She merged from the murky 
basement draped in shrouds of lies, secrecy, 
and deceit, and she walks among us. 
Grab your silver bullets, and keep your 
crosses by you at all times, for the devil is 
reigning in the White House. 
What are the crimes of this monster? 
What dreadful deeds inspire such hate? 
The devil called Hillary has made a mock­
ery of the democratic process, and a mess of 
our health care system. She has bared her 
sharp teeth in a growl, as she threatens the 
very existence of choice of health care. 
She has drawn blood from the medical 
hierarchy that cares for our families as they 
lie sick in need of medical attention. She 
has plotted to overthrow our hospitals, and 
surrounded her meetings in secrecy. 
She has lied, she has conned, and she 
has cheated this country of democracy— 
who in HELL elected Hillary anyway? 
How can we, as a country, respect a 
woman so vile and disgusting that she has 
usurped power from her duly (yet unfortu­
nately) elected husband ? How can we look 
favorably upon a witch who has schemed to 
destroy the American dream by attacking 
our doctors and hospitals? How seriously 
can we take a woman who lets A1 Gore cut 
her hair in a demonstration on the slashing 
and burning of the rainforest? 
Ah, it is time for us to take action. Rest 
well, gather strength, and regain hope 
(which, by the way, ain't in Arkansas- it's 
in 1996). The battle against this most dark 
evil will be uphill, but, eventually, with 
democracy, intelligence, and frustration, 
we shall overthrow this abomination and, 
in 1996, the light will come! 
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The inkwell's Ureepy campus ^rawi. ̂  xour 
of Armstrong's Hallowed Haunted Halls 
One of the more popular Halloween 
activities in Savannah is to take the Spirit 
Tour, a tour of various haunted houses in 
downtown's Historic District. We here at 
the Inkwell felt that, in its own modest way, 
Armstrong could provide the ghost stalker 
with a shiver or two. With this in mind, we 
hereby present the Inkwell's Creepy Cam­
pus Crawl: a tour of Armstrong's hallowed, 
haunted halls. 
We begin our tour in what is arguably 
Armstrong's most notorious spectre local 
—Gamble Hall. Numerous people have 
reported "feeling a presence" in the build­
ing. Those who have encountered this 
sensation describe it as "feeling like you are 
being watched." One respondent reported 
that sometimes when entering Gamble af­
ter dark the "hair on the back of [his] neck 
stands up, [his] eyes tear up, and [he] feels a 
cold draft." Another respondent reports 
that once, when she was alone in Gamble 
at night, "papers blew off a bulletin board, 
and then tacks blew off the board. [She] 
returned the papers to the board. Return­
ing two minutes later, all the papers were 
off the board again." 
One of our sources summed up the 
Gamble-after-dark-experience rather con­
cisely: "Gamble Hall gives me the creeps." 
In defense of Gamble, we must point out 
that those who reported a "tangible pres­
ence" in Gamble always mentioned that 
they had these experiences at night and the 
number of such experiences have sky-rock­
eted since Dr. Nordquist began his reign as 
the Prince of Darkness (just kidding Doc). 
Hawes Hall is the next stop on our 
ghoulish guided tour. Several people re­
ported having the traditional "creepy"feel­
ing while here after dark. One of our 
sources reports a more tangible experience: 
hearingfootsteps following them. "I thought ably the damn squirrel who lives in thehole 
they were the echo of my own footsteps, but in our roof over the stage — or the bat thai 
then I stopped near the aquarium. The keeps dive bombing us in the scene shop," 
steps continued coming closer and closer, speculates Dr. Mellen. M.H.Clark,playing 
Finally, the sound passed me and I, literally, Renfield in the latest production at Jenkins 
felt something walk past me." 
Jenkins Hall holds up the old theatre 
traditions of housing a spirit —or two. In 
one reported incident, two actresses sitting 
in the dressing room suddenly heard the 
shower in the women's dressing bathroom 
turn on. The odd thing was that no one had 
entered the dressing room, and upon check­
ing the shower stall, they discovered that 
there was no one in the shower, although 
the water was still running. 
Another Jenkins experience relates to 
an actress who heard a voice calling her 
name from the stage area. The actress 
discovered that no one on the stage was 
calling to her. So who was calling? 'Prob-
("The Passion of Dracula" —plug, 
plug —we are expecting money from this 
Dr. Mellen), believes that the ghosts of 
Jenkins are real —or at least, ought to be 
"What theatre would be complete without 
a ghost?" 
"We are not sure what to make of the 
fact that we could find no one who reports 
having an encounter with spectres at the 
Administration Building!! Not that there 
haven't been plenty of other worldly expe­
riences at the Kremlin," notes a source that 
would rather remain anonymous. 
Respectfully submitted by the ho rortwin 
from hell... Harvey "Bud" Finkelmeyer 
Freshman Primer Supplement #1031: Tequila or Tangueray 
I r emember the days when you could 
just pull on that E.T. mask, get dressed in 
floppy shoes, and head for the first house 
you saw on Elm Street. We called it Hal­
loween and the game was "Trick or Treat". 
If you failed to receive an adequate supply 
of your favorite method of tooth decay, you 
just threw rotten eggs at the responsible 
taxpayer's car or gave bubblegum to the 
family dog. That would teach them and 
you could guarantee a double supply of 
sweets for the following year. 
Well, the game haschanged my friends: 
you're incollegeand the only costumes you 
can wear this year are for toga parties. I 
don't advocate heavy consumption of alco­
hol, but to be a hypocrite would be wrong. 
Toilet-paper tricking and Tootsie-Roll® 
treating have been replaced by Tequila-
tanking and Tangueray-tonic-ing. Instead 
of a ten-dollar G.I. Joe costume from Wal-
mart®, you can now go to Perfect Parties 
where for $45 you can rent Big Bird or King 
Kong, and scare the little children away. 
Now, instead of walking down the street, 
living with the fear of razor-laced Jolly 
Ranchers®, you drive down to your favor­
ite hang-out, and do shots with Barbie™, 
punch Ken™ outforpinching three yellow 
feathers from your behind, and limbo with 
a perfectly respectable Beevis. 
It doesn't seem to you, I hope, that 
we've commercialized this most sacred of 
all holidays. Of course we have! That's 
what holidays are for. No matter how we 
portray this occasion, i t's an opportuni ty to 
decorate yourself in your favorite pastels 
and, if you ever thought you might be gay, 
you can always try out thatpretty pink dress 
that your girlfriend would be envious of. 
The beauty is that it's alright to let loose 
once a year, and nobody thinks twice about 
it. 
As for the festivities of the weekend, 
The Masquers will be performing "The 
Passions of Dracula" Thursday through 
Sunday. Full of steamy scenes and blood­
sucking zombies, The Masquers will en­
thrall youwith their stunning performances. 
Tickets will be sold at the door, but for $25, 
I can get you a ticket right now (we really 
don't make a lot of money writing for the 
school). 
Cemeteries are also great places to 
spend Halloween Eve, as you can scare 
yourself to wit's end imagining yourself as 
Michael Jackson in red leather 
moonwalking next to the tombs of the 
undead. There is a legend that says that the 
class of '36 comes back to give away the 
location of buried treasures on campus. Of 
course, theiridea of treasure was CliffNotes 
and pictures of the old professors in com­
promising positions. Not much use for us 
today. Then again, it's only legend. B utit 
might give you ideas to follow your profes­
sors around and take pictures of themdoing 
imitations of John Wayne while doing "up­
side-down margaritas in the school cafete­
ria (It could happen!!). The main thiingto 
remember about Halloween is to take care, 
don't drink goat" s blood while driving, loot­
ing and pillaging are not the same as 'Trick­
ing", and careful to watch out of th e 
youngens who aren't old enough to party 
yet. 
I u/ish to register an apology to the Jewish 
Community regarding the article "who Stole d 
the Parking!" (VoL VIl, No. 3, p. 14). I realiv 
that others place more importance on religion thai 
myself, and no racial or religious slurs are vat-
ranted in any piiAic media. My lack of sensitivity 
led to my journalistic faux pas. 
-Ahdi Humphries 
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Good Professor, Bad Professor: How to Choose Classes 
"I don't know why I even bother to fill 
out a teacher evaluation form at the end of 
the quarter. I t's all just a waste of time. They 
never really do anything about them any­
way. Old professor Snarlengrump has ten­
ure and you couldn't move his rump out of 
herewith a nuclear explosion and a team of 
trained mutoid army ants ." 
Comments such as this are rampant on 
campus and warnings abound. Take Dr. 
Smiley's class, he's a good professor, but 
steer c lear of Professor Rumproaster, he 
fails ninety percent of the students in his 
class just to prove how intelligent he is. 
When faced with these odds, most 
students sign up for the "good" professor's 
class and avoid the "bad" professor like a 
prostitute with cold sores. 
The administration, to combat such 
intuitive awareness of self preservation , 
lists similar classes under the name of "staff". 
This way you don't know what you're in for 
until the first day of class and by then, all 
the smart student's have taken up all the 
available seats in the good professors class. 
Then you're either dog doo out of luck, or 
you are faced with the dilemma of whether 
to forfeit nearly two hundred dollars of 
tuition money and drop out before midterm 
or stick with it until after the first test, 
which normally coincides with midterm, 
and stand by in horror as your normal grade 
range of 83 to 96 plummets a good 20 points 
lower than it has ever plummeted before. 
You keep telling yourself it's not just 
you. Sure there is always some brain who's 
the teacher's pet and manages to get all A's 
as the rest of the class struggles, but you 
know you c an't be as stupid as your test 
grade seems to suggest you are. The profes­
sor, when confronted says it's all your fault; 
that you just didn't study hard enough or 
you studied the wrong things. You know 
you studied; even gave up three dates ( 
ok...one hint of a date) and turned down 
your friends offer of playing ball on an 
intramural team. 
As for studying the wrong 
thing duh perhaps reading 250 pages 
of the book and memorizing, even under­
standing, 26 pages of notes just wasn't 
enough, but you know that you were not 
tested on ninety percent of the stuff the 
professor went over in class and you wonder 
why you even bother to argue your point of 
view. 
Donna Andrews, a senior in psychol­
ogy states that if t he professor is going to 
give tests directly out of the test banks of 
the assigned book and ignor the notes, then 
it might be more financially feasible to 
eliminate the middle man and have stu­
dents study independendy by reading the 
book and doing their own research in the 
library. 
In contrast, one department head ar­
gues that students act as if they were com­
puters and that professors were hired to 
write the program without the student's 
having to use any intellect of thier own. 
This is commonly referred to as the regur­
gitation method of education, which sends 
"bad" professors writhing in pangs of supe­
rior ravings about how kids these days have 
it too easy and that the professor's meaning 
on earth is to create independent intellects 
who will go on to win nobel prizes and 
mention said professor's in their memoirs 
with fondness of the heavy hand of disci­
pline that changed their lives forever. 
Yeah, right. Simply put, if you go to a cake 
making school and the instructor tells you 
what the ingredients are and leaves the 
mixing and baking up to you, chances are 
that unless you already have some knowl­
edge of cooking, you're probably going to 
end up with one sorry looking cake. 
Now, some professors feel it is the 
student's job to come into the class with 
some "cooking skills" already. They don't 
fee 1 they need to start you out from scratch. 
Some students feel that the professor is 
unrealistic and expects too much from un­
dergraduate students, themajorityofwhom 
work 30 or more hours a week to afford to 
come to class. One student, who asked not 
to be named said that he/she was taking a 
300 level course in which the professor 
required three term papers, one of them a 
group project to which he/she was assigned 
a student who spoke little English and an­
other that looked like he'd be more at home 
surfing in California than attending school 
at ASC. The student complained that the 
instructor, while brilliant, was unable to 
teach on a level that the majority of the 
class could understand and to make matters 
worse, had an accent that made taking 
lecture notes seem like a course in language 
interpretation. "I'm not just venting off 
emotions'" the student said, "and I don't 
expect to get off easy, but I want to be 
treated fairly. Some professors don't care 
how hard you try. They don't care if you 
have a family to support and work a full-
time job. It seems that no matter how hard 
you try, it just isn't good enough. It's very 
demoralizing. Some professors need to do a 
reality check. This isn't 1893 it's 1993 and 
the average student can't afford to go to 
college full-time without holding down a 
job." 
Grace Martin, head of the psychology 
department argues that the student is being 
unrealisticand that the school cannot lower 
their standards j ust to accomodate the work­
ing student. She suggests that students take 
fewer courses and not be so concerned 
about graduating in the shortest amount of 
time possible. 
Unfortunately, netiher time nor money 
is a luxury the. average student can afford. 
This is especially so in the health depart­
ment where a degree can mean a high 
paying salary in the ever growing field of 
health care. 
Figuring that the average full-time stu­
dent gains a degree in four years, a full-time 
worker going to school five hours a week 
could expect to graduate in ten to twelve 
years! By that time all the knowledge they 
have aquired will already be out of date and 
they'll have to stay in school another three 
to four years to catch up with the others! . 
So what is the answer to the problem of 
surviving through the "bad" professor class 
and what do student's look for in a "good" 
professor? Stay tuned, I have a research 
paper to write for a professor who's toeing 
the line right now and I don't particularly 
care to get on his "bad" side if you know 
what I mean. Later 
Next week....How to approach a professor 
who is giving you a hard time and just 
exactly how seriously are those end of the 
quarter comment and evaluation forms 
taken when judging your professor's perfor­
mance and job security. 
-Beverly English 
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[lie Inkwell Top Tet 
From the home office in Transylvania. 
TOP TEN REASONS TO GO SEE 
THE PASSION OF DRACULA. 
The Ghosts of 
South Texas 
10. You get to see M.H. Clark, a.k.a. Renfleld, | 
eat a bug. 
9. The seats in Jenkins are actually pad' 
ded. 
8. You don't have to write a report on it thel 
next day... unless you're in Dr. Manderson's [ 
[ class. 
7. You are TOO old to go trick or treating! I 
6. You get to watch Dr. Mellien cry when the] 
actors mess up. [ 
I 5. it gives you something to do while youl 
wait for Wedgy's to deliver your pizza. 
4. The Huddle House will give you a 12% 
discount after the show with a student | 
j i .d.... of course, they do it anytime. 
3. Your girlfriend's father just shut down | 
your portable love-making machine. 
2. It's a good place to hang around until I 
your roommate takes the towel off the door 
knob. 
1. Armstrong students get in free! It's a| 
cheap date! (See #4). 
As an ASC alum, I would like to take 
this opportunity to share two spine chilling 
ghoststoriesofSouthTexas. Thecultureof 
ASC is growing every year, so I feel I owe it 
to this campus to share some of my culture 
on the eve of Halloween. These stories are 
said to be fictional, but on several occa­
sions I have experienced the pleasure of 
seeing these fictional stories come true. 
The first and most famous of the South 
Texas tales is the tale of the Llorona, which, 
in English, means the crying lady. 
Many years ago, a mother and her two 
children were bathing in the Rio Grande, a 
powerful riverat times, when unbeknownst 
to her, her children suddenly disappeared 
beneath the murky, treacherous waters. The 
children never surfaced, and, consequently, 
she mourns a terrible cry for herchildren on 
all rivers, lakes, and canals in South Texas. 
Again, the story is said to be fictional, 
but one night, as I was camping with some 
friends on the grounds of the Rio Grande, 
we heard screeching cries coming from the 
river. At first, we though it was the Mexi­
can nationals across the ri vergetting rowdy. 
Suddenly, we saw the Llorona gracefully 
floating over the river, searching for her 
lost children. From that day on, I never 
stepped foot on those camp grounds. Even 
to this very day, people swear to have seen 
the Llorona at the river, mourning loudly 
for her children. 
The second of my Texas tales comes 
from deep in the heart of Texas. This tale 
has no actual beginning, but sources say 
this ghost tale began not too long ago. 
One day on the south side of San 
Antonio, a school bus, filled to capacity, 
was crossing a busy train intersection, when 
suddenly, the bus stalled on the tracks. The 
bus never moved from the dreadful stop on 
its own- and not seconds later, a freight 
train collided with the bus, killing all of the 
young students on board. 
The tale goes on to state that if y ou 
stop your car on the tracks and put it in 
neutral, the ghosts of the children will push 
the car off of the tracks. Once again, my 
junior college baseball teammates and I 
tempted fate, and we travelled to these 
fabled railroad tracks. Needless to say, the 
first time we tested the story, we saw itcome 
true. At first, we though that perhaps a 
slant in the road allowed our car to simply 
roll off of the tracks. We were only half 
convinced of what had happened, so we 
decided to test the ghosts further. 
We put baby powder on the car, and 
again, parked on the tracks. The car lie still 
for what seemed an eternity, but, just as we 
were ready to give up, the car slowly rolled 
off of the tracks to safety. We all jumped 
out to see if our crude ghost trap had worked. 
The tiny fingerprints all over the trunk 
sent chills up our spines, and as quickly as 
we could pile back into the car, we peeled 
away, never again to darken those gloomy 
tracks. 
If you ever move to South Texas, re­
member these tales. Ifyou are brave enough, 
go test the ghosts yourself. Just remember, 
don't believe anything you read, and only 
believe half of what you see. 
'Biddy Qarza 
"Do You Believe In Ghosts?" 
Yes! Dr. Buck saw one in my office. All sorts of strange, unexplained 
CVfintS MDDen fm fttmnire 4 and reappear, computers t 
turn on by memsetves, we get strange messages on the computer... 
Once, I was dmtkmg uh cokes, at Bells Landing, and I drove by, and 
onandnW* <tr°S j 1 h.ght8," ray office were Winking on and off, 
on and off Soap suds mystenously appear in the fountain, even when I 
was SGAprewdent, and*henT workedforcampus security, Once, my 
ZcTtZe^ ̂  ̂  MCC ̂  WraPPed iteelf iD ,oilet P*P«-
(Never ask BUI ̂ believes in ghosts, unless you have a week or two...) 
' tto AeVi -Pres lent o Studen Mfai irsi 
J 
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Is Widespread Panic Contagious? 
They re not the kind of band you see Everyday 
As the lights fell down over an anxious 
crowd of more than a thousand, the J ohnny 
Mercer T heatre in the Savannah Civic 
Center burst into life with the first few 
notes from Wid espread Panic's new tour, 
following the release of their third album, 
Everyday. 
The band, which just kicked off its tour 
with the release of Everyday on Capricorn 
Records, will wrap up the tour at the Fox 
Theatre in Atlanta on Thanksgiving. They 
will be headed back into the studio to begin 
work on their fourth album sometime in 
mid-January. Everyday was recorded at 
Muscle Shoals Sound Studios in Alabama 
over a period of six weeks. 
Widespread, an alternative college 
band, came to Savannah on October 10 as 
a project of Chris Edenfield of College 
Union Board's Rock Me Productions. 
The Athens, Georgia band members 
all went to Athens for different reasons— 
no one was from there. The guys are "all 
from different places and backgrounds, and 
we listen to different music," said Domingo 
Ortiz, percussion. 
Widespread Panic was born when two 
members, John Bell— lead vocals and gui­
tar— and Michael Houser— vocals and 
guitar— met at the University of Georgia 
in 1980. The two played duos in a lot of 
clubs, and picked up Dave Schools— bass 
and vocals— and Todd Nance— drums— 
in the next two years. Along the way, 
Widespread picked up Domingo Ortiz— 
percussion (bongo drums!)—and John "Jo-
Jo" Herman— on piano and Hammond B-
3 organ. 
"Our sound is g rowing, " said Ortiz. 
"We tour eight months out of the year." 
And the sound is, indeed, growing. 
Widespread Panic has evolved from a mel­
low, cult-like band into a group with mass 
support and a large following of fans. W ide-
spread can no longer play at Congress Street 
Station downtown without disappointing 
the fans who would not fit into the club. 
The band is growing more accustomed to 
playing larger venues, yet, as Ortiz says, it is 
a "give and take" situation. 
John Bell said that the sound of Every­
day was a surprise to everyone- even to the 
band s closest following. The sound was 
quite different from that of Space Wrangler, 
and Widespread Panic. "A lot of people like 
to be surprised," Bell said. " Whenever we 
play, it seems that we're either right on the 
verge, or smack in the middle of something 
new- and if it 's new to us, it's got to be a 
surprise for others. Music should be excit­
ing for everybody... all at once." 
While Widespread has lost some of 
the intimacy they had when playing to a 
crowd of 200 in Congress Street, larger 
venues allow the band to play to larger 
groups, and foe stage and dance area are less 
crowded. As Ortiz stated, foe band will 
play anywhere— "whatever is available!" 
The band is concerned about keeping 
foe fans happy. As their following in­
creases, foey continue to play larger ven­
ues. "If it gets too crowded, it's no fun for 
the fans," Ortiz said. What is fun for foe 
fans is the music. 
The cozy Johnny Mercer theatre 
complemented foe sound of the band. Some 
of foe intimacy of the days at Congress 
Street were regained by the atmosphere of 
the theatre. Not only were foe acoustics 
complimentary, but foe proximity of all 
seats to foe stage added something as well. 
When the lights went down, and foe 
music came on, foe crowd went wild. W ide-
spread Panic thrilled well over 1000fans for 
more than two hours, and came back on 
stage for a tremendous encore. Those 
attending the concert left Johnny Mercer 
Theatrewifoafeelingofsatisfoction. Wide­
spread panic is contagious. 
-Shelley Carroll 
Shelley Carroll and Jessie Jones Interview Domingo Ortiz. 
On stage: Widespread Panic. 
Photos by Be njamin A. Baker 
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ASC Quiz Bowl Is Back 
The ASC College Bowl team is back. 
After a very successful run in the 1980's 
which included a trip to the 1984 National 
Championships, an Armstrong team is once 
again preparing for intercollegiate compe­
tition. Members for the team are being 
sought from among the student body. All 
students, graduate or undergraduate, en­
rolled for a t least ten quarter hours, are 
eligible to participate. 
The game is based on the old television 
show GE College Bowl. Two teams of four 
people each compete as individuals onToss-
up questions. A correct answer on a Tos-
up earns your team the right to a Bonus 
question. Toss-up questions are brief, rela­
tively easy questions, Bonuses are longer, 
multi-part questions of greater difficulty, 
requiring team collaboration. Toss-ups re­
quire speed and anticipation; Bonuses place 
a premium on depth of knowledge. The 
questions can come from any field: math/ 
science, literature, history, sports, enter­
tainment, etc. 
Armstrong competes in Region VI, 
which includes all colleges and universities 
in Georgia, Florida, Alab ama, and Missis­
sippi. College Bowl represents one of the 
few opportuni t ies to go head- to-head agai nst 
the big boys. Schools such as Emory, Geor­
gia Tech, Florida State, the University of 
Alabama, Auburn, and Miami are all on 
this year's schedule. The most important 
tournament, the Regional Championship, 
is scheduled for late February. The winner 
of each Region (there are 16) is invited to 
the Nationals. ASC is already entered in 
the Regionals, as well as an invitational 
tournament at Berry College this quarter. 
A sample set of Toss-up questions fol­
lows this article. Try them out, then turn to 
page 32 for the answers. Don't worry if you 
didn't know them all. Even the best players 
will answer only a few in each round. 
The team practices on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, from 12:00 to 1:30 in Room 205 
of Gamble Hall. Interested students are 
invited to attend or tocontactTom Waters 
in the History Department at 927-5283. 
Here are a few sample questions to test 
your College Bowl abilities: 
1. If you shoul d ever get the strange 
desire to know how many pigs there 
were in England in 1085 and the 
names of the owners of each pig, you 
could find your answers in a remark' 
ably detailed census compiled by order 
of William the Conqueror. For 10 
points—name this book. 
2. He was a country doctor, living 
near Bryantown, Maryland, when, in 
the early morning hours of April 15, 
1865 he received a knock on his door. 
He set the caller's broken leg and gave 
him a bed for the night. The next 
morning he reported the visit to the 
police and was promptly arrested. For 
10 points—name this doctor. 
3. "I was just bone weary," she later 
explained, so tired and laden with 
packages, she sat in the first empty 
seat she found. The police booked her 
for violating a state law requiring seg­
regated seating on all public transpor­
tation. For 10 points—name this 
initiator of the Montgomery bus boy­
cott of 1955. 
4. It's scientifically defined as "the 
duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of 
the radiation corresponding to the tran­
sition between the tow hyperfine lev­
els of the ground state of t he cesium 
133 atom." For 10 points—what is 
this measure, 86,400 of wh ich equal 
one day? 
5. Number one weighed 184 pounds. 
Number two weighed 1120 pounds 
and carried a dog. There were eleven 
in all and were given a name which 
means "traveler" in Russian. For 10 
points—name this series of sate llites 
which began the space age on October 
4, 1957. 
6. There are six official languages of 
the United Nations. Five of them are 
Chinese, English, French, Russian, 
and Spanish. The sixth was added in 
1973. For 10 points— name this 
language which allows delegates of 
Bahrain, The Sudan, and Somalia to 
converse. 
7. It was defined by HumptyDumpty 
no less, as "four o' clock in the after­
noon—die time when you begin broil­
ing things for dinner." For 10 points— 
what is this non-dicdonary term, the 
second word in that immortal poem 
"Jabberwocky"? 
8. It was once a metal piece in the 
mouth of a bridled horse, but now it is 
more likely to be a technical expres­
sion in the mouth of a computer ex­
pert. What word, for 10 points, rep­
resents the smallest conceivable unit 
of info rmation in computer theory? 
9. "What's it going to be then eh? 
There was me, that is Alex, and my 
three droogs, that is Pete, Georgia, 
and Dim, Dim being really dim, and 
we sat in the Korova Milkbar making 
up our vassoodocks what to do with 
the evening, a flip dark chill winter.." 
The novel which opens with this cu­
rios monologue was made into an even 
more famous movie in 1971. For 10 
points— name this work by Anthony 
Burgess and Stanley Kubrick. 
10. In 1871, the New York Times 
was offered five million dollars not to 
run a story. They ran it anyway* 
landing its subject in jail for having 
swindled the city from his perch atop 
Tammany Hall. For 10 points, name 
this infamous "Boss." 
11. Queen Elizabeth I and Mary 
Queen of Scots were mortal enemies; 
indeed, Elizabeth ordered Mary's be­
heading. Nevertheless, their tombs 
lie side by side in a building dating 
back to the eighth century. For 10 
points— name this famous London 
resting place for the honored. 
12. "Reading made [him] a gentle­
men. Believing what he read made 
him mad." That was George Bernard 
Shaw's pithy description of a famous 
fictional Spaniard. For 10 points— 
name this knight errant. 
13. On May 5,1960, just eleven days 
before an East-West summit meeting 
was scheduled to open in Paris, Soviet 
premier Khrushchev mounted the 
podium of Russia's Supreme Soviet 
and made a major announcement. For 
10 points— whose capture did 
Khrushchev announce after the 
shootdown of a high-flying American 
U-2 spy plane? 
14. Captain Bligh sailed on the ill-
fated Bounty. An even more ill-fated 
ship was under the command of Cap­
tain Vanderdecken, who rashly swore 
to round the Cape of Good Hope if it 
took him— as it will— all eternity. 
For 10 points— name 
15. He had visions in which he saw 
"white spirits and black spirits en­
gaged in battle, and blood flowing in 
streams." On the night of August 21, 
1831, he and seven followers mur­
dered Joseph Travis and his ent ire 
family in their sleep, thus beginning 
what came to be called the 
Southampton Insurrection. For 10 
points— who was this slave leader 
whose "confession" was chronicled 
by William Styron? 
16. Henry was a tall and benevolent 
man. Edward was short and brutish. 
Henry and Edward were, however, 
the same man. For 10 points—'in 
what 19th century novel is this strange 
case related by Robert Louis 
Stevenson? 
17. "You make me sick" might be a 
major putdown, but some people are 
capable of making themselves sick. A 
term, which literally means "mind-
body" refers to an illness in which 
mental activity causes physical mal­
function. Gastric ulcer and some 
types of asthma can often be, for 10 
points, what kind of disease? 
Answers can be found on page 32. 
-Submitted by Tom Waters 
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The Economics Corner 
Sponsored by the Armstrong State College Economics Club 
Talking Marriage and Thinking One-Night Stand 
In attending conferences on U.S. 
competitiveness, you run into two op­
posing credos. One holds that combat-
iveness stems from the work force and 
that higher skills, lifelong learning, and 
employee involvement are necessary el­
ements in a high-wage economy. You 
cannot read a book on management or 
attend a corporate seminar on leadership 
without encountering exhortations to 
teamwork, empowerment, partnership, 
and long-term outlook. 
At the same time, Corporate 
America is constantly downsizing. This 
new ethic holds that anyone whp can be 
laid off should be laid off. In recent years, 
this strategy has become more generalized: 
everyone is relendessly downsizing because 
the competition is relentlessly downsizing. 
The idea is that a company should 
have a core of owners and managers, but, to 
the greatest degree possible, workers should 
be contingent- temporary, part-time, or on 
short term contracts. This gives the corpo­
ration maximum flexibility. 
Obviously, these two visions of the 
ideal company clash. If most of the people 
connected to the corporation no longer 
have job security, all the talk about team­
work, empowerment, investment in people, 
and long-term orientation is a sham. 
Ahigh turn-overeconomyundermines 
The Rich Get Richer As the Poor Get Poorer 
Puallette Thomas, "Poverty in the insurance plan that is now being formu-
U.S. Worsened Last Year While theRich-
est Group Became Richer." Wall Street 
lournal. October 5, 1993. 
The ranks of poor Americans swelled 
1.2 m illion to 36.9 million, while the 
rich got richer according to the Census 
Bureau in 1992. According to a monthly 
survey of 60,000 households nationwide 
the percentage of Americans living be­
low the poverty line increased to 14.5 
percent from 14.2 percent one year ago. 
However, the median household income 
of$30,786 stayed the sameas 1991, but is 
still below th at of 1989 by some $2000. 
Some economists believe that this stag­
nation is due to the shift of workers from 
manufacturing jobs to service jobs that 
are less secure and lower paying. 
According to a researcher with the 
Urban Institute: "It is becoming clear 
that work is no longer a guaranteed route 
out of poverty." She concludes this from 
the facts that 40 percent of poor Ameri­
cans older than 16, or 9.4 million people 
worked at least some time last year. She 
goes on to explain that Clinton's admin­
istration is working on reversing this 
trend by incr easing the earned income 
credit. Also they plan to make these less 
paying jobs more attractive by the health 
This summary was prepared by Jeff Sell­
ers and Renee Deleon, ECO 201 stu-
r  ttr D  mcuc iu. dents. , 
Labor Secretary To Recommend Raise 
secretary is co nvinced that a 50 cent m-
in Minimum Wage 
The labor secretary is going to urge 
the President to increase the minimum 
wage from $4-25 per hour, by 25 cents. 
The increase would go along with the 
increase in benefits provided under the 
President's health care plan. This would 
To restore a culture of mutual com-
, r i • l j . . . mitment, Harman proposes that public the promise of high producnvity in a , ' \ . , rr. , , r 
macroeconomic sense. Anditfailstoadd P° 'CY create more jo u ers or 
up to general prosperity, because it denies in ivi "a companies an or society in 
ordinary people the purchasing power to genera • orexamp e, government cou 
buy the products. create a ba,ak °f public-service jobs and 
A , i i j , retraining slots. Companies that wished A remedy has been proposed by , „ , , , , ,, , 
Sidney Harman, chairman of Harman In- t0 ° ow ^ e "J e cou J5.3?6 
ternational Industries, Inc. Harman'srem- temporarily idled employees in such jobs 
edy is being called Ole' Off-Line Employ- or slots but continue paying benefits and 
ment. Ole' seeks to create an internal continue the worker's 1 Werm affilia' 
labor buffer for periods of slack demand in tion with the employer. The unemploy-
ordertoavoidlayoffs. Harman's thinking ™ent-insurance program could be con-
was st imulated because he was fighting v^d fron\one that pays people to be 
- 1 1 A. A. I . A_ . La — . #J . a — L —. , . A- La A. La a I • iaa 
against the use of temps. 'Temps are bad 
for the economy; they're unfair and set up 
a second class of employee. If people have 
confidence in their job security, produc­
tivity increases," says Harman. 
lated. 
It was noted that while one sixth of all 
households were headed by women, 54.45 
percent of all poor households were headed 
by women. The fact that women's salaries 
are still just 71 percent of what men may 
earn may be the reason. 
This article also looked at data on 
health insurance. Some28.5percentof the 
poor did not have health insurance of any 
kind during the year. They made just 
enough to be disqualified for Medicaid, but 
not enough to be considered above the 
poverty line. 
While only 1.2 percent of those people 
older than 65 lacked health insurance, 28.9 
percent of those between the ages of 18 and 
24 lacked health insurance. 
Income inequalities that have been 
accelerating since the early 1980s contin­
ued in 1992. The richest 20 percent of the 
population accounted for 46.9 percent of 
the nation's income, up from 46.5 percent 
the year before. Meanwhile, the bottom 
fifth of the population accounted for just 
3.8 percent of income. 
idle to one that subsidizes both the life­
long upgrading of skills and public ser­
vice. It would help if macroeconomic 
policy emphasized full employment. 
These strategies collide head on wi th 
HarmanTeco^iz^fnoonecompany ^ current corporate zeal for getting rid 
. , , i Ttjv,» of workers. But it is difficult to imagine a can entirely escape larger trends. lBMwas , . . . 
long famous for a no lay-off policy. Now culture of mutual commitment when e 
it is sh edding some 60,000 workers be­
cause markets and technologies changed, 
and they were unable to adapt. 
i ev­
eryone is a temp. 
Business Week. October 18, 1993. 
Submitted by T. Acree 
Washington Joins Big 3 Auto Venture 
For years the federal government has plan to do this by using super-strong 
been trying to find ways to reduce pollution 
and decrease fuel consumption. The new 
administration, in an effort led by Vice 
President Al Gore, may have found a way. 
They propose to share technology gained 
from governmental weapons research with 
General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler. 
The three companies are supposed to 
work together to create a more fuel-effi­
cient automobile. Their goal: to create a 
car that goes three times farther on the 
same amount of fuel within ten years. They 
Clinton Health Plan 
lightweight materials and advanced ca­
pacitors. 
Gore is optimistic about the joint 
venture, but some in the auto-industry 
are wary. They are afraid that this plan 
will change the basic way that automo­
biles operate. Mechanics will have to 
be re-trained to repair the new cars. 
This may cause inconveniences in the 
beginning, but the reward is worth it. 
Submitted by J. Qrywalski. 
crease would not lead to a decrease in jobs. 
The labor secretary will explain his 
proposal to the President by explaining 
that after accounting for inflation the mini­
mum wage is 30 percent below the 1968 
level. 
Studies show that an increase in mini­
mum wage could actually increase employ-
bring the value of the increase to about ment ̂  encouraging people who were not 
50 cents an hour. working to seek jobs. 
White House officials are uneasy kJpav York Times. October 13, 1993. 
-aiw rpqsq, hpweyp;,- ̂ the^bor Submitted by C. Carter. 
In a series of articles this week in the 
New York Tim es. Clinton's health plan 
was the topic, and its effects on the elderly, 
physicians, and hospitals were discussed. 
The elderly would benefit the most 
due to three main provisions. Those eli­
gible for Medicare would be able to pay an 
extra $8 a month, and in return the govern­
ment would pay 80 percent of all drug 
prescriptions, minus a $250 deductible for 
long-term care patients who require help 
with basic daily tasks (eating, dressing, etc.) 
and the mentally ill would also receive an 
increase in aid. Finally, those who retire 
early and would not be eligible for Medi­
care until 65 would now receive coverage. 
The second article focused on doctors 
and the two main factions Clinton's health 
plan created. Physicians who are in private 
practice obj ect to the heal th plan because it 
would decrease their salary by 35 percent 
and also eliminate the close doctor-
patient relationships that take years to 
establish. However, almost 50 percent 
of all physicians are now on salary under 
H.M.O.'s, and an even greater percent­
age of medical-school graduatesare join­
ing medical groups. 
Hospitals will also be greatly af­
fected by the new health plan. Many 
public and teaching hospitals would suf­
fer because the bulk of their patients are 
indigents, who would be covered under 
the new plan. Hospitals would take on 
a new role in health care as their role 
would shift from primary care (due to 
the poor's use of the emergency room ) 
to a more preventative stance. Hospi­
tals would be able to concentrate more 
on extreme illnesses and accidents. 
Submitted by M. Hogan. 
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As part of the interview process I went 
through to gain my position here at Arm­
strong, 1 was required to give a presenta­
tion, a lecture of sorts, to the LLDA faculty. 
After holding forth for about forty minutes 
with what 1 considered fairly boffo mate ­
rial, 1 threw the floor open for questions. 
The rather extended period of dead silence 
finally came to an end when Dr. Noidquist 
asked, "Is there anything in your back­
ground that could help us get a handle on 
your... how do I want to say this... well, 
seeming mental imbalance. 
In the weeks 1 have been working here 
at ASC I've often reflected in Dr. 
Nordquist's question and determined that 
he might be on to something. You see, it is 
rather difficult to grow up in a town which 
is haunted withou tdeveloping a few skewed 
perspectives. The town where I was bread 
and buttered lies just south of L ake Erie, an 
evil omen if I've ever heard one. The 
closest metropolitan area is Cleveland, 
Ohio. Its major landmark being theTermi-
nal Tower. Cleveland once elected a mayor 
who set his hair on fire, twice, dedicating a 
bridge. This Mayor turned down an invita­
tion to have dinner at the White House 
with President Ford because it would inter­
fere with his wife's bowling night. 
Cleveland's major league ball team is the 
Cleveland Indians. No more needs to be 
said—There is defin itely something odd 
about Northeast Ohio. 
My home town, Milan, has as its offi­
cial claim to fame the fact that Thomas 
Edison was b orn there. Milan's unoffical 
claim to fame is more in keeping with its 
Northeast Ohio location—the place is 
haunted. Now, not all of Milan is haunted. 
We only have five ghosts, but then, we only 
have one stop light, six streets and one 
police car-a '76 Ford Pinto which spends 
most of its time at Schroder's garage. So, 
per capita, Milan has a specter to mortal 
ratio of a bout 1 to 30. This pretty well 
insures that each citizen of Milan will get 
die bejesus scared out of him at least once 
a week. 
The most popular phantom in Milan is 
ABBOT. Now, Milan's cemetery is rather 
on the old side and in the oldest section of 
the graveyard is a ravine. Built into the side 
of the ravine is a small mausoleum. The 
slate door has the word ABBOT chiseled 
above it and a very, very small window slit 
just at eye level. There is about thfee feet 
of level earth in front of the floor and then 
the ravine forms a twenty feet drop. To get 
to the door, you have to shimmy along the 
side of the ravine, grabbing onto the sides 
and the low roof of mausoleum to reach the 
three feet of level ground. 
Legend has it that about 100 years ago 
an abbot from Germany had somehow dis­
graced himself IN the eyes ofhis order and 
as punishment, had been ordered into ex­
ile. He was so disgusted with himself drat 
when asked where he wished to be sent for 
his period of exile that he requested a map 
of America. He planned to leave Europe 
altogether to avoid any chance of ever 
meeting anyone he had ever known. After 
being given the map, he closed his eyes and 
allowed God to guide his hand. His finger 
pointed at a spot on the map—Milan. Ohio. 
While aboard ship to America, he was 
horrified to discover not one but two fellow 
passengers were acquainted with him— 
and his disgrace. He took this as a sign from 
God to mean that there was no place on 
earth where he could hid from himself or 
his shame. Upon reaching point in Balti­
more, he went ahead to Milan, giving in­
structions for the building of his new 
"home"—the mausoleum. When he fi­
nally arrived in Milan. On a Saturday 
evening in October, he directed the driver 
ofhis carriage to go to the cemetery. Upon 
finding the mausoleum, he directed the 
driver to unload all of his worldly posses­
sions and place them in the crypt. The 
possessions consisted ofasmallwriting table, 
several books,, a bible, a candle, and a 
rocking chair. 
When the driver had finished his task, 
the Abbot dismissed him.. Several months 
later, the driver happened to be passing 
through Milan and stopped to ask the locals 
about how the "newest resident" of the 
town was fairing. The local shop keeper 
replied that no one had moved to Milan in 
over a year. 
After the driver told the merchant 
about his midnight visit to die cemetery, 
they both decided it would be best to con­
tact the sheriff. Just after sunset, a party 
consisting of the sheriff, driver, and shop­
keeper arrived at the tomb and found it 
sealed shut from the inside. 
Raising a lantern to the small window 
in the door, they were able to direct a shaft 
of light about the small room. They saw 
him—the Abbot—dressed in monks robes, 
sitting in his rocker with his bible in his lap. 
It was decided that it would be point­
less to open the tomb. The man was already 
buried, and how he came to his end was 
clean enough, the crypt was left sealed. 
T o this day, it is said that if you visit the 
Milan cemetery toward midnight in the fall 
of the year, and you direct a shaft of light 
through the window in the door, you may 
see the Abbot sitting in his chair, reading 
his bible.. 
But, beware. For if the Abbot notices 
you—and looks you in the eye—he can see 
into your soul. He will know your deepest 
sin and worst shame. Men have been 
driven mad by the knowledge that some­
one even by someone long dead knows 
their secret. 
It should also be pointed out that no 
grass grows on the little space just in front 
of the Abbot's door. The older folks say 
that the Abbot's sin was so terrible it killed 
not only him, but also everything near him. 
I, however, have a different theory. 
I believe the grass doesn't grow there 
because it is constantly trampled down by 
teenage boys who are taking teenage girls 
down to get a peek in the crypt, hoping not 
so much to actually see Abbot, but ratherto 
scare the bejesus out of themselves in an­
ticipation of the cuddling that normally 
follows such a fright. 
At least that's what Mark and I were up 
to when we took Peg and Shirley down 
there on Halloween night in 1973. We 
didn't see Abbot—flash light's weren't 
working. Nor did we get to pitch any woo 
(as my parents used to refer to it.) On our 
way out of the cemetery, I looked over my 
left shoulder to say something to Mark— 
WHO WAS SUPPOSED TO BE OVER 
MY LEFT SHOULDER. Instead of seeing 
Made, my eyes were greeted with a grey-
white vision of an avenging angel of h e 
Lord, with sword drawn and a really, really, 
really ticked-off look on his face. 
I screamed, took off running, and im­
mediately twisted my ankle. Mark hearing 
my scream, bolted to his left and ran smack 
into a very tall grave marker, chipping two 
teeth. Shirley and peg found this quite 
amusing. 
So, in answer to Dr. Nordquist's ques­
tion—yes, there is something in my past 
history to explain my behavior—lack of 
sex. Even Halloween from puberty until 
early twenties, I wound up injuring myself 
while visiting one of Milan's haunting 
spots—and always in the presence of the 
female I was attempting to seduce. 
Even now I'm haunted by t his prob­
lem. Ithas occurred to me during rehearsals 
for our production of "The Passion of 
Dracula" while watching Dracula suck on 
a succulent neck that even a guy who has 
been dead for over 400 years has a more 
interesting sex life than I do. 
-Dr. Peter Mellen 
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Cemeteries 
As the music of the "Requiem" 
comes to a haunting crescendo, drown­
ing out the cacophony of the dreary, 
drizzling rain, the casket is lowered from 
the horse buggy, and as it hovers over 
the open grave, the bottom opens slowly 
—and Mozart plummets to his final 
rest. 
Most everybody will remember this 
harrowing scene from the movie, 
Amadeus. depicting the pathos of the 
composer's death. But while this scene 
might appear to be the perfect set-up 
for a Halloween treatise, it only serves 
to underline the contrast between the 
American romp-around kiddie feast 
approach and the no-nonsense Euro­
pean attitude towards the hereafter. 
Halloween is not existent in Eu­
rope. Instead, on November 1, the 
Christian church honors the Saints on 
All Saints' Day, from which the Ameri­
can custom stems —it is simply the 
evening preceding Allhallows or All 
Saints' Day— and on November 2, 
Middle Europeans visit the graves of 
dieir dead, a possible answer to 
Halloween's taste for morbidity, exem­
plified by its wallow in ghosts, graves 
and goblins. 
Since the Austrians, and particu­
larly the Viennese, are a rather practi­
cal kind of folk, they have neither al­
lowed themselves to be affected by the 
gloominess of typical continental No­
vember days, which descend on God's 
acres of dead souls, nor have they found 
any reason to make fun of a deadly 
situation. Therefore, for as long as any­
one can remember, when the proper 
time rolls around, they track, in a busi­
ness-like manner, to the city's cem­
eteries, mount strategically deployed 
streetcars, obtain obligatory flowers 
and wreaths from the army of florists, 
positioned in front of the gates, and 
light a candle or two at the grave of 
their dead relatives and friends. 
But while the weather might in­
deed present a rather dreary, foggy back­
ground, the Viennese make themselves 
busy by arranging their flowers and 
candles, washing markers and stone 
embankments, scratching around the 
site to clear it from leaves and debris, 
and chatting with similar-minded citi­
zens at neighboring graves. My mother 
always used this occasion to leave a 
note in the lantern on top of my 
grandmother's grave stone for a dis­
tant relative, who did the same if she 
arrived there earlier. It was a practical 
kind of progress report, a kind of letting 
the other person know, that despite the 
fields of the dead all around, the living 
were still clicking. 
Even though the feast of All Souls' 
is meant to be a religious day, the 
Viennese don't seem to measure reli­
gion as much according to truth, but 
according to practicality, and yes, to 
beauty. That's why they have so many 
beautiful cemeteries and special sec­
tions with heavily ornate tombstones, 
which not only foster quiet contempla­
tion but also fulfill their melancholy 
sense of history. 
As to Mozart, whose genius the 
Viennese were always accused of hav­
ing failed to recognize, he was later 
given a proper memorial in the com­
posers' section of the Zentralffiedhof, 
complete with a mourning cherub and 
a sweeping flowerbed. Too late? Or too 
false? He got what many other compos­
ers got, as well as artists, poets and a 
string of legendary persons, who cap­
tured the imagination of the Viennese. 
In the little village of Mayerling, 
about 15 miles outside of Vienna, is the 
flower-laden grave of Baroness Mary 
Vetsera. It is tucked away in a dreamy, 
lonely cemetery, part of the Vienna 
Woods, to be reached only by a foot 
path. The tragedy of her life was having 
fallen in love with the heir to the 
Habsburg throne, Crown Prince Rudolf 
of Austria. 
On a cold January morning, in the 
year of 1889, both she and the crown 
prince were found in his hunting lodge 
in Mayerling, shot to death. Whether 
their lives were ended by a classical 
Romeo-and-Juliet-type suicide or 
through a politically motivated mur­
der, is still debated and has never been 
fully resolved. While the loss of the 
successor to the Habsburg throne af­
fected history in a major way and has 
inspired several books and films, the 
Baroness' untimely demise at the age 
of 17, has tugged on the heart strings of 
the Viennese, who sentimentally, on 
their hikes through the Vienna Woods, 
still seek out her romantic grave side. 
Italy's cemeteries are equally beau­
tiful, while even a bit more cheerful, 
and strangely, more efficient. Many of 
them adhere to the "drawer arrange­
ment," in which internees are stacked 
on top of each other, behind a high 
marble wall. But there are also "old-
fashioned" ones, with their dead buried 
in the ground. Or are they in some 
instances? 
In Venice, the "Serenissima" of the 
Adriatic, there exists the cemetery is­
land of San Michele, just a short 
vaporetto ride away from the Sacca 
della Misericordia. A faint scent of salt 
water and cypresses always lingers over 
it, and only bricks separate it from the 
open lagoon. It has received its dead 
from across the water, delivered by 
ornate black-and- gold gondolas; the 
ordinary are buried here, as well as the 
famous, like Ezra Pound and Igor 
Stravinsky. 
But one of the most beautiful cem­
eteries I have ever seen, lies on an 
island off the Dalmatian coast of former 
Yugoslavia, south east of the harbor 
town of Split. Brae is (—or maybe was; 
the war has changed things—) a para­
dise for vacationers, with gorgeous rocks 
to dive off into sparkling turquoise wa­
ter, and purple wine to relax by in 
tender evenings. 
But up in the hills, high above the 
sea, built upon the rocks, lies a little 
cemetery, so tranquil and of such 
breathtaking view, that it seduced a 
rich Croatian to build himself a mauso­
leum, in which he was buried. A smaller 
version of the Tadj Mahal, its glimmer­
ing, brightly white marble, set up against 
the blue ink of the sea, transforms this 
place into a world of ephemeral 
transcendence. 
No, there is no room for Halloween 
in places such as Mayerling, Venice 
and Dalmatia; there just aren't any 
ghosts and goblins; and cemeteries re­
main a very realistic part of peoples' 
lives, as is demonstrated through a 
particular "Viennese touch" at funer­
als. By individually tipping the under­
taker at the open grave, as he hands 
each attendant a little shovel, ready 
with earth, to throw down onto the 
coffin, the Viennese "buy themselves 
loose from death." 
And the couple I saw one time 
making love, while they were lying on 
the cool marble steps of the Brae mau­
soleum, had no qualms about the dead, 
ghostsorotherwise, they just celebrated 
life, or maybe eternity . .. 
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ASC Volleyball Results 
Charleston Southern defeated ASC 
6>1 5.13*15.12*15 
Division I Charleston Southern swept the Pirates 
3-0 in a match played in Charleston, South Carolina on Tuesday, October 5th. 
Senior Sherrene Benedict led ASC with 12 kills. 
ASC defeated Savannah State 
15*3.15*6.15-6 
ASC downed cross town rival Savannah State 3-0 in a match played on the Armstrong State 
campus on Thursday. 
Benedict once again led the Pirates with a total of 10 kills. Setter Marcia Morgan had seven kills 
and 10 digs. 
ASC defeated Albany State 
15*2.15*8.15*11 
ASC beat Albany State for the third time this season in a match played on the ASC campus on 
Saturday. 
Benedict posted 11 kills to lead the Pirate attack. Sophomore Melanie Methe, who is beginning to 
return to form after battling early season injuries, had a season high nine kills as did Morgan. 
ASC defeated Savannah State 
15*8.15*11.15*6 
Playing their second match of the day, ASC beat Savannah State for the second time in three 
days as Benedict and freshman Sara Stroud posted 10 kills each. 
The match was a make-up a match that had been scheduled for September 27th. 
Mercer defeated ASC 
15*3.15*6.15*2 
Division I Mercer downed Armstrong State in three games in the first round of a tri-angular meet 
in Macon on Tuesday, October 12. 
Freshman Sara Stroud led ASC with seven kills. 
Florida A & M defeated ASC 
9*15.15*9.15*0.15*2 
In the second match of the tri-angular at Macon, ASC fell to another Division I opponent, 
Florida A &. M, three games to one. 
Senior Sherrene Benedict led the Pirates with 12 kills and 21 digs. 
Converse defeated ASC 
12*15.15*10.15*3.15*11 
ASC lost for the third time in a week, this time to host Converse, 3-1. 
Benedict posted 13 kills and Stroud 11 in the loss. 
USC Spartanburg defeated ASC 
15*8.15*7.15*11 
The Pirates took on Peach Belt Athletic Conference leader, South Carolina Spartanburg on their 
home turf and came away a loser, three games to none. g' 
Benedict once again led ASC with 10 kills. 
ji t0 ' 9°a *e-fUi0nuand °'2 to *• PBAC- USCS improved Co 27-1 and 




Sunday, October 10th 
Women's Results 
Longshots 19 New Breed 7 
Scoring: L'shots (Odom 6,Williams 6,Quarles 6, Aeger 1) NB 
(Tyger6, Dunham 1) 
New Breed 33 BSUO 
Scoring: NB (Tyger 13, Dunham 6, Hamilton 7, Pharis 7) TD 
pass; Fenning (to Tyger) 
Flag Football 
Sunday, October 17 th 
Women's Results 
Longshots 14 New Breed 6 
Scoring: L'shots (Armstrong 6, Ennis 6, Team,2) NB 
(Pharis 6) TD pass; Fenning (to Pharis) 
Longshots 32 BSU 0 
Scoring: L'shots (Armstrong 12, Connor 6, Williams 6, 
Ennis 6, Quarles 1, Aeger 1) 
Men's Results Men's Results 
BSU defeated Cavs Untouchables defeated BSU 
New Breed 34 The Tribe 6 
Scoring: NB (Williams 8, Baker 6, Hamilton 12, Woodall 6, 
Adkins 2) TD pass; Zittrauer 3 (to Williams, Baker, 
Hamilton) The Tribe (Lewis 6) TD pass; Roberts (to Lewis) 
Untouchables 24 BSUO 
Scoring: Untouchables (Carter 12, Butler 6, Wren 6) TD pass; 
LeVan 4 (to Carter 2, Butler, Wren) 
New Breed 30 Beefeaters 6 
Scoring: NB (Anderson 12, Zittrauer 8, Hamilton 6, 
Woodall 1, Bobel 1, Baker 2) TD pass; Zittrauer 2 (to 
Anderson 2) Beefeaters (Pittman 6) 
Untouchables 18 AMC 13 
Scoring: Untouchables (Davis W. 12, LeVan 6) TD pass; 
LeVan (to David W.) AMC (Frazier 6, Arnold 6, Gaspin 
1) TD pass; Arnold (to Frazier) 
AMC 14 Beefeaters 0 
Scoring: AMC (Quarles 6, Sasser 6, Gaspin 2) TD pass; Arnold 
(to Quarles) New Breed defeated BSU 
Untouchables defeated The Tribe 
Beefeaters 14 BSU 6 
Scoring: Beefeaters (Bean 6, English 6, Wells 1, Robbie 1) TD 
pass; Cruz (to English) BSU (Crosby 6) 
New Breed 38 AMC 6 
Scoring: NB (Baker 12, Williams 12, Adkins 12, Woodall 2) 
TD pass; Zittrauer 5 (to Baker 2, Williams 2, Adkins) AMC 
(Jason 6) TD pass; Lance (to Jason) 
SPORT: Volleyball 
CLASS: Senior 
BIRTHDAY: March 1, 1969 
HEIGHT: 57" 
MAJOR AT ASC: Physical Education 
HOMETOWN: Jacksonville, Florida 
HIGH SCHOOL: Paxon 
JUNIOR COLLEGE: Florida CC 
In her second year at Armstrong State, Sherrene will become the Pirates 
career leader in both kills and digs before the season ends. 
In her first year at ASC, Sherrene was named to the Peach Belt Athletic 
Conference All-Conference first team, to the PBAC All-tournament team 
at the conference tournament and to the All-tournament team in the 
Eckerd Invitational. In her first season she set the school record for kills in 
a match with 33 and for kills in a season with 494. 
During the current campaign, Sherrene is leading the Pirates in kills and 
in digs. She was named as die Peach Belt Athletic Conference Player of the 
Week on October 4th and was the Most Valuable Player in the Paine 
Invitational, leading ASC to their first ever tournament championship. 
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Athletic Profile: Sherrene Benedict 
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Heavy's 
Hotseat 
By Darrell Stephens 
Are things as they seem? 
Can you think of someone from your 
past who left an indelible mark on your life? 
I can name several people that I w ill 
never forget, but there's one that stands 
above all the others. 
As a junior at South Spencer High 
School in Rockport, Indiana, my English 
literature teacher was a wonderful lady 
named Dorothy Kincaid. One facet of edu­
cation she stressed was to question. 
Not just to ask questions of the subject 
matter studied in class, but to really ques­
tion. To think. 
Ms. Kincaid would discuss a poem that 
referred to the blue sky, and then blow your 
mind by discussing not so much the poem, 
but how different the poem would be if blue 
wasn't really blue. 
She often talked of how different our 
world would be if language as we know it 
had evolved in a different manner. She 
would ask, "Who in their infinite wisdom 
decided t hat blue was blue...and not or­
ange?" Fascinating! 
You could drive yourself crazy trying to 
answer questions like that. But the point 
wasn't to an swer the question, because it 
can't be answered. The point was to make 
you think. To ask why. 
From the grades I m ade in that class, 
Ms. Kincaid would never believe that I 
took what she said so deeply into my heart. 
Unfortunately, I'll never be able to tell her 
about the lasting impression she made, be­
cause she passed away several years ago. I 
can't help but feel sad for the students who 
never had the opportunity to benefit from 
her knowledge. Personally, I can't look at 
the sky that I don't wonder. 
Amazing what triggers th oughts, but 
the recent retirement of Michael Jordan 
brought Ms. Kincaid, and her efforts to 
educate me, to the front of my mind. 
The connection is the "ask why" theory. 
Why, for example, would Jordan retire 
at this particular time? 
I know the reasons thathegave. They're 
legitimate. If you take them at face value. 
Thanks to Ms. Dorothy Kincaid, I can't 
take anything at face value. 
So I'm left wondering why the greatest 
player in the game today (of all time is open 
todebate) would hang up his uniformat the 
pinnacle of his career. 
Jordan says, at age 30, he has accom­
plished all he can accomplish. There's noth­
ing left. 
What about thirteen world champion­
ships, like Bill Russell with the Boston 
Celtics? How about becoming the all-time 
NBA scoring leader, like Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar? 
Jordan says that the competitive de­
sires just aren't burning anymore. Is this the 
same person that was so competitive that 
he bet thousands of dollars on one hole of 
I should say at this point that I h ave 
nothing but admiration for Michael Jordan 
and his accomplishments. I am not on a 
personal vendetta against him. He is truly 
one of the all time greats on the hardwood. 
No doubt about that. 
What I am saying is that something 
just doesn't seem right to me. 
Of all the pre?-1 overage surrounding 
Jordan's retirement, there were absolutely 
no questions asked. It's j ust an accepted fact 
that Michael doesn't want to play anymore. 
I don't buy that. Sorry. 
1 have to ask myself if it's just coinci­
dence that his leaving the NBA comes on 
the heels of allegations about his excessive 
gambling. 
I shared this theory with a member of 
the local press, comparing Jordan's situa­
tion to that of Pete Rose a few years ago. I 
was reminded that the two were not even 
close in similarity, because Rose was as 
guilty as sin. 
Isn't Jordan? Gambling is gambling. 
I know Rose supposedly bet on base­
ball games. That is supposed to make a 
difference. 
Sorry, but I can't buy that one either. 
As a profes ional athlete, any situation 
where you compromise yourself is deadly. 
What if Jordan lost $100,000.00 (and 
that's being conservative considering alle­
gations made against him) playing 18 holes 
of golf. What does he then do if his oppo­
nent offers to forgive thedebt if Jordan will 
miss a couple of layups, or let his man score 
a couple of baskets, to beat a point spread? 
A comprising situation to say the least. 
I had trouble earlier this year figuring 
out how the NBA could ignore the gam­
bling allegations against Jordan with the 
Rose tragedy such a prevalent issue a few 
years ago. 
To my knowledge there wasn't even an 
investigation into Jordan's gambling hab­
its. Does that mean that the NBA isn't as 
concerned for it's image as major league 
baseball was for its public image a few years 
ago? 
With Jordan's retirement, maybe that 
issue was resolved without anyone know­
ing about it, and without the Jordan name 
being dragged through the mud. All we 
have to do is look at the Rose debacle to see 
how catastrophic an investigation could 
have been, if any wrongdoing were discov­
ered of course. 
But, with Jordan's decision to retire, 
the issue is dead. 
Convenient, isn't it? 
Without some type of investigation 
the NBA would have been left with a black 
eye. Even if Jordan were cleared, an inves­
tigation was in order. Baseball had to do it 
with Rose. A do nothing attitude leaves 
the impression that gambling is not an 
issue with NBA management. 
Amazinghow thatproblem wassolved 
with Jordan's decision. 
One particular comment by Jordan, 
made during the press conference announc-
ing his retirement, planted the seed of 
doubt in my mind. 
"Five years down the line, if the urge 
comes back, if the Bulls will have me and 
(NBA Commissioner) David Stern lets 
me back in the league, I may come back." 
Standard procedure in professional 
sports is that if an athlete retires in good 
standing, he can return to active status at 
his discretion. 
Jordan's statement about Stern let­
ting him back in the league is not a stan­
dard comment associated with retirement 
speeches. 
Did Jordan tell us something that he 
really didn't tell us, like, what if blue wasn't 
really blue? 
ASC Athletic Schedule, October 28-November 7 
Date Opponent Time 
Oct. 29-30-31 T (M & W) at Coastal Carolina Tournament TBA 
Sat., Oct. 30 CC (M & W) PBAC Championships at Augusta 10:00 am 
Oct 29-30 VB at West Georgia Invitational TBA 
Tues., Nov. 2 VB Georgia Southern in Pirates Den 7:00 pm 
Wed., Nov. 3 VB S.C.A.D. in Pirates Den 7:00 pm 
Sat., Nov. 6 CC at NCAA II Regionals in Spartanburg, SC 8:00 am 
Nov. 5-6-7 VB at PBAC Championships in Pembroke, NC TBA 
Legend: MT=Men's Tennis; WT =Women's Tennis; CC=Cross Country;VB=Volleyball.; 
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Pumpkin 
Fun  Run/Walk  
for further information 
Sponsored by HSC Intramural and 
Recreationa 
(1 .1  or  2 .2)  
mile cour 
The First Annual Inkwell Halloween Cat Naming Contest 
( WE'VE DONE THE FIRST ONE FOR YOU) 
!• R.LP* Van Winkle 
Cross Country Sweeps 
Invitational 
For the second time in three tries the sixth in 24:38, Dan Spencer seventh in 
Armstrong State College men's and 24:55 and Matt Fritch eleventh in 26:02 to 
women's cross country teams swept the give ASC the winning total, 
competition as the Pirates took first place The ASC women, led by Gabi Hauc 
honors in the Georgia College Invitational and Regina Wieser, totaled 24 points to 
__ w; j j /-y « s * i TOO A In winnino fneir nJlli OT on Wednesday, October 6th. 
In winning for the second time the 
ASC men posted 29 points to runner-up 
Georgia College's 60 in a four mile run at 
Milledgeville. Paine finished third with a 
team total of 86. USC Aiken was fourth 
with 119, Albany State fifth with 128 and 
Augusta sixth with 130. 
Senior Patrick Babula again led the 
way for the Pirates, covering the course in 7 ulC I lidLCd) UJVCilIl Ulv VA/UIvv» 441 • _ _ » J* J »• 
23:37 and finishing second overall. Bobby Georgia College at ugusta no 
Sprinkel was third in 23:43, Blaise Willis have enough runners to post a tota . 
6. 
Send Your Favorite Names for the Kitties To: The 
Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn St, Savannah, GA 
31419 
Cross Country in Valdosta 
USC iken's 55 in inning their half of 
the four mile run. 
Hauck took first place honors with a 
time of28:22 with Wieser finishing second 
in 29:45. The next three Pirate finishers 
were Traci Brackett, fourth in 31:08; Anna 
Johnson, eighth in 33:21 and Lynn Wil­
liams, ninth in 33:50. 
Rounding out the team standings were 
Albany State with 103, Paine at 110 and 
Invitational 
Armstrong State finished second out 
of five women's teams and third out of six 
men's teams in the Valdosta State Invita­
tional on Saturday, October 16th. 
The Pirates women's team, led by over­
all winner Gabi Hauck, who ran the 5K 
course in 20:31, finished with a team total 
of35 points to team winner Valdosta State's 
32. Regina Wieser came in third for ASC, 
followed by Traci Brackett (6th), Anna 
Johnson (11 th), Lynn Williams (14th) and 
Beverly Johnson (16th). 
In the men's 8K raceArmstrong State 
had 58 points, while Morehouse won the 
event with 31 points and Flagler finished 
second with 50. 
Patrick Babula was the top finisher for 
ASC, coming in third in a time of 29:12. 
Babula was followed by Bobby Sprinkel 
(6th), Dan Spencer (9th), Blaise Willis 
(13th) and Matt Fritch (27th). 
'DarrcU. Stephens 
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To Your Health 
Sponsored by the Armstrong State College Chapter of the 
Qeorgia Association of Nursing Students 
I Alcohol Abuse J 
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There are 17 milium alcoholics in 
the United States. Alcohol is the third 
leading cause of illness and disability 
in the United States and it accounts 
for 10% of all deaths. In this 
nation,every 21 minutes someone is 
killed in an alcohol related automobile 
crash! 
There are 265,000 alcoholics in 
Qeorgia. Of those 100,000are women 
and 45,000 are teenagers. During a 
ten year period in Qeorgia (1982-
1991) 5,638 people died in alcohol or 
drug related crashes. In 1991,12,140 
crashes resulting in 540 deaths oc­
curred due to alcohol or dru g related 
accidents. 
Red Ribbon Week seems a very 
apropos time to address the issue of 
alcohol abuse. This is a problem so 
pervasive in our society that nearly 
every family has been affected in one 
way or another. Statistics can be stag­
gering, yet the public often becomes 
immune to the constant stream of num­
bers. Sometimes it takes becoming a 
statistic to make someone sit up and 
listen. 
So what constitutes alcohol abuse? 
A standard definition states alcoholism 
occurs when drinking interferes with 
one's physical and mental health, in­
terpersonal relationships, or social and 
economic functioning. Yet, there are 
many faces to the problem. Alcoholics 
may drink every day, may be "binge 
drinkers", or may choose when and 
where they drink but can't stop once 
they have started. Conclusive psycho­
logical evidence includes the person's 
conviction that they cannot control 
their drinking. When a person contin­
ues an unhealthy dangerous drinking 
pattern after the hazards of drinking 
have been identified, the line to alco­
hol abuse has been crossed. 
Anyone who drinks can become 
alcoholic, but nine out o f ten people 
who drink will not become alcoholic. 
Symptoms of alcohol abuse can include 
failing to cut down or quit using alco­
hol, blackouts, using alcohol to forget 
about problems, doing things under the 
influence that cause regre t later, n ot 
being able to enjoy an event without 
alcohol, using more than most people 
at a social gathering, neglecting re­
sponsibilities, expression by family or 
friends about one's use of alcohol, being 
willing to do anything to get alcohol, 
and financial or legal problems result­
ing from drinking. 
Another sign of an alcohol prob­
lem is an increased tolerance level. 
Tolerance refers to the amount of alco­
hol consumed which is necessary to 
produce the same effect. High toler­
ance is a sign of increased risk, and it is 
dangerous. 
There are many views about why 
someone develops alcoholism. No one 
knows exactly what causes someone to 
become an alcoholic but there are many 
factors which seem to have an influ­
ence. These include physical, psycho­
logical and social factors, as well as 
genetic predisposition. 
Studies have shown that people 
who had a biological parent with alco­
holism were four times more likely to 
develop alcoholism than those whose 
parents did not have alcoholism. Any­
one can develop alcoholism and every­
one has a "trigger" level for the disease, 
but people with increased biological 
risk have a lower than average trigger 
level for developing alcoholism. 
In addition, personal and social fac­
tors, such as how much and how often 
one drinks, are important. Some people 
are naturally more out-going and im­
pulsive than others and tend to develop 
alcoholism at a higher rate. These 
people may "party" more and this often 
means an increase in the amount and 
frequency of drinking. 
Psychological factors may also in­
fluence how much and how often one 
drinks. Someone may be drinking to 
relieve anxiety, tension, anger, insom­
nia, fatigue, depression, or social dis­
comfort. 
The physical effects of long term 
drinking include liver damage, 
pancreatitis, heart disease, and brain 
damage. Alcohol is a carcinogenic and 
can cause cancer of the mouth, stom­
ach and digestive system. 
The woman who is pregnant and 
drinks often risks premature delivery, 
Nursing and Pre-nursing majors: 
Don't forget about the next GANS meeting 
November 8th in the Health Professions 
Auditorium. This is the Nurse Forum where 
; a nurse mahager, datueabcaii^ sped^lH 
community nurse and nurse anesthetist will 
be talking and answering questions about 
their respective nursing careers. 
still birth, and miscarriage. The infant 
may be born with deformities, mental 
retardation, learning problems, or hy­
peractivity. 
drunk and having a designated driver 
constitutes a low-risk driving choice 
not a low-risk drinking choice. 
Safe Drinking Choices Help for the Alcohol Dependent 
can choose to be a high risk or low risk 
drinker. One can chose not to drink, to 
drink in moderation or to drink a lot. 
For some their only choice is to abstain 
because their trigger levels are so low. 
What is low risk varies from person to 
person. 
On average, most people can me­
tabolize one half ounce pure alcohol in 
one hour. One half ounce of pure 
alcohol is equal to 12 ounces of 4% 
alcohol (Beer), 4 ounces of 12% alco­
hol (wine), or 1 ounce of 100 proof 
alcohol. Distilled liquors can cause less 
impairment if mixed with a juice or 
cream, while carbonated beverages will 
cause greater impairment. 
Factors that decrease one's toler­
ance level for alcohol include: smaller 
body size, age (elderly or adolescent), 
taking other drugs, being tired or ill, 
drinking on an empty stomach, and 
altitude. Be aware of these factors and 
how they affect you. 
In social situations, slow down your 
drinking, try drinking non-alcoholic 
beverages or alternate an alcoholic bev­
erage with a non-alcoholic beverage. 
Eat a meal before you have a drink. Try 
to plan alternatives to drinking. Be 
aware of friendships that are alcohol 
dependent. And remember, getting 
If you abuse alcohol, acknowledge 
the problem, limit time with those who 
encourage drinking, seek professional 
help, and seek support of others in recov­
ery. 
If you know an alcoholic, don't deny 
there is a problem, don't take over the 
abuser's responsibilities, don't rescue the 
abuser from the consequences of their 
drinking, and don't reinforce it's use. 
At ASC, Carol Schmidt is the 
college's first Drug and Alcohol Educa­
tion Counselor. She has been with the 
college for one year and counsels stu­
dents privately or assists them with get­
ting the help they may need. Ms. Schmidt 
has also started a campus Alcoholics 
Anonymous group. Her office is on the 
second floor of Memorial College Cen­
ter. 
In the Savannah area there are over 
90 AA meetings. Other programs in ­
clude ACOA (Adult Children of Alco­
holics) and Al-Anon (for close friends 
and family members of alcoholics). Area 
hospitals that offer programs for alcohol­
ism include Clark Center, Charter Hos­
pital, and Recovery Place. Oglethorpe 
Place offers help to alcoholics on an out­
patient basis and Tidelands is a part of the 
Community Health Center which offers 
services on a sliding fee scale. 
'Kelly Nelson 
m 
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Real Lite Is Drug Free 
People on campus wearing red ribbons is the honorary chairperson this year. The 
23 
this week are participating in Georgia's 
Red Ribbon C ampaign. The red ribbons 
symbolize the community's and the 
individual's commitment to drug-free liv­
ing. The theme this year is "Real Life Is 
Drug Free." The focus is on activities that 
promote wellness and a drug free lifestyle. 
agency responsible for planning and pro­
moting activities here in Georgia is the 
Resource Center of the Department of 
Human Resources. Locally, the Chatham 
County Council on Alcohol and Drugs is 
the driving force. 
This week there are many activities r w  ^Liviuco
This campaign is a week-long national drug planned throughout Chatham County and 
awareness event celebrated each October, the surrounding area. Here, at Armstrong 
Red Ribbon programs began in 1985 after 
the death of Enrique Camerena, a federal 
drug enforcement agent who was tortured 
and killed in line of duty. Nationally, the 
campaign i sponsored by the National Fed­
eration of Parents. 
Georgia has sponsored a Red Ribbon 
Campai£ttincel987^ove^ 
State College, the Student Government 
Association has a week-long calendar of 
events. It's our hope that each student, 
faculty, and staff member will sport a red 
ribbon and take advantage of the variety of 
programs being offered. 
-Carol Schmidt, 
Office of Alcohol/Drug Education 
Blood Suckers Anonymous 
So, you want to be a blood sucker too. 
Well, don'tbe jtimid; this Halloween j ust go 
out and buy yourself a cape and some fangs 
and join the cjub. I'm sure you've heard of 
ourmostceleb'rated member. DoesDracula 
ring a bell ? Of course, he always went about 
everything the hard way. He had servants 
to go round up the villagers for his supper. 
Don't get me wrong, fresh blood is good on 
occasion, but killing people is usually more 
trouble than it's worth. Nowadays there's 
Harry's All Night Butcher store in almost 
every town. I recommend the 1992 vintage 
of A-Swine's Blood, but they usually carry 
blood suited to all tastes. Aside from drink­
ing blood, our society is well known for our 
unique facial features. We have developed 
a shallow complexion and gaunt features 
from sun d epravation. Most of us have 
even grown our own fangs. Since you are a 
beginner, you might try to duplicate the 
effects of using make-up. 
Vampire supplies are not sold at the 
grocery storeidown the street, so look up a 
theatrical supply center in the yellow pages. 
I suggest you buy from Ben Nye's line of 
cream make-up. It might be a little more 
expensive, but if you're serious about this, 
and not just a Halloween show-off, it's 
worth it in the end. Start off by buying the 
basics—black and clown white. Next look 
for a dark purple to deepen your eyelids, 
along with stage blood to dribble from your 
teeth and cascade from the corner of your 
mouth. You must look a t all times as if you 
have just d evoured a succulent meal of 
young virgin. If you haven't yet acquired 
fangs, I suggest you purchase some of those 
as well. To correctly apply your mask, a 
make-up sponge and number three make­
up bru sh a re imperative. Without these 
your sloppy mask will disgrace vampires 
everywhere, and this we will not allow. 
As with most other adventures in our 
mundane existence, you must always take 
precautions. I usually wear a bib over my 
attire, because I don't want to ruin my 
clothes. Mostoftheseproductscomeoutof 
cloth easily, but it always pays to be careful. 
Tape paper towels over your workplace to 
protect it from stains. If you've never used 
this type of make-up before, test it on your 
wrist beforehand. After all a rash on a 
blood sucker is not a pretty sight. Come to 
think of it, a blind vampire wouldn't be that 
great either, so if you wear contact lenses 
please be careful around your eyes. Finally, 
to avoid smearing, clean your brush with 
soap and water every time you switch col­
ors. 
Right-o, here we go. The best place to 
create a new you is in a brightly lit room 
containing a mirror or two. Sit down for a 
while and look at your face. Get an idea of 
where the bones and shadows of your face 
are. Now take a deep breath and pick up 
your sponge. Begin by lightly coating all 
areas of exposed skin with white, especially 
the eyebrows, lids, and lips. Next, take a 
black paintbrush and underline the under- ! 
side of your cheekbone with one clean 
stroke. Stop when you get to the place : 
where the cheekbone starts to curve up­
ward. Get more paint on the brush, and 
then smile. Starting where you left off, 
follow the curve of your smile downward to 
the outside corner of the chin. Now, use 
the sponge to blend the black into the 
hollow area of your chek. Grab hold of the 
paint and tug it down and out. The end 
result should be a pretty good replica of our 
gaunt, hollow cheeks. The black grows 
lighter and lighter as it moves out, so it 
eventually fades into white again. 
Now, to coin a phrase, "turn the other 
cheek," and repeat the process on the other 
side. Be careful and make sure your cheek 
lines are symmetrical. Nobody likes a 
crooked vampire. Next replace all the 
natural facial shadows that the white base, 
coat covered. Scrunch your face up as tight 
as you can. All right, now relax it. Can you 
see the lines formed in the white base coat? 




8:00- 12:00 pJ*-felock Party 
All SchoolMlnllited! 
darker lines. The ones around your mouth 
and eyes are most important. With your 
index finger, gently blend in the lines. Last, 
using small triangles, shade the sides of your 
nose. Don't forget to blend. Congratula­
tions are it order; you have just finished 
your base coat. 
Now start on the special effects for 
your eyes and mouth. Having already erased 
your eyebrows with white, it's time to draw 
some more in. Take a black brush, and 
starting on the inside corner, paint a thick 
slanted line upward to the middle of the 
eyebrow. Then draw a thin black line to 
the outside edge. If you don't know to 
repeat this step on the other eye, we don't 
want you in our club. We have a strict 
policy, "no morons allowed." Next, rub 
your index finger in the purple, and smear 
it between the new eyebrow and the upper 
eyelashes. If you do this to both eyes it will 
look a little like eyeshadow. Since we don't 
like to look gaudy, please use your blending 
technique once more. Finally, take the 
black and outline your eye, just as you 
would with eyeliner. For the most impor­
tant part of the vampire mask— the sexy 
lips— it is usually easiest to simply outline 
(\ j' i j i , J ., <C A i k .v C • fe i 
your own lips instead of trying to redefine 
them. Once again, it is best to use our 
favorite color, black. Then insert your 
fangs. Finally, take a clean brush and paint 
the tips of the fangs and side of the mouth 
with stage blood. I know it doesn't taste the 
same as the real thing, but learn to live with 
it. Sometimes we all have to make sacri­
fices. 
Does all this sound too hard for you? 
Good, no one wants a friend who can't do 
a little work. Our standards may be a little 
work. Our standards may be a little high 
and our methods a little complex, but it is 
a difficult life. Looking the part is only the 
beginning. This world has shown no mercy 
to our kind. If you don't think you can hack 
it, leave us now. The only reason this letter 
came into your possession in the first place 
is because we are dying and need new re­
cruits. I feel I must warn you before you 
depart: if anyone even glimpses this letter, 
representatives of our society will come for 
you. We must protect ourselves, afterall. I 
hope you feel capable enough to join. 
-Dawn Kenimer 
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Why I Believe In Ghosts: A Visit From the Colonel 
1 1 *  1  t  _ J  _  -  v v r M  U r t  I  1 a .  _ _  
The house on Washington Street still 
stands, looking gracefully down upon those 
passing by, scowling upon the unworthy. I 
grew up in this house, sheltered from much 
of the world , yet somehow shown things 
that most people will never learn. 
My house was haunted. Choose to 
believe or not, I gre w up amon gst ghosts. 
They were always there. I could feel them. 
Even if you were the only living, breathing 
inhabitant in the entire house, you were 
never completely alone. The walls had 
ears, and the paintings had eyes. Regardless 
of how cliche or corny that sounds, I still 
believe it to be true. 
1 used to sleepwalk, and I talked in my 
sleep as well. This is not a common occur­
rence for a child of four or five. My mother 
swears that even as earl y as ten months 1 
was climbing out of my crib at night and 
carrying on conversations with no one. 1 
realize that all children have imaginary 
friends, and that man y even talk to these 
nonexistent creatures, but I never claimed 
to have an imaginary companion-not ex­
actly. Occasionally, I mentioned the Colo­
nel, but he was, perhaps , more real than 
anyone ever expected. 
When I was four, I wondered out of my 
room upstairs, and walked into the parlor. I 
inad ettently knocked over a vase, and the 
crash arous ed my mother. She walked 
down the stairs to find me in the hallway, 
standing at the side of the stairs, talking to 
a wall. 
No, I never had any psychological prob­
lems as a child, and I don't talk so inces-
sandy that walls are my only company. 
Strangely enough, the wall I was talking to 
was n6t a wall at all, but rather an entrance 
to a room that my family was did not know 
existed. I insis ted to my mother tha t my 
friend was inside, and that we had to let him 
out of the room. 
Being the good mother that she was, 
she took me back to bed and read a children's 
story to put me back to sleep. The entire 
incident was forgotten. 
Later that same year, though, around 
Christmas time, 1 wandered out of the house, 
and walked down Washington, stopping in 
front of St. Michael's Episcapalian Church. 
I started scream ing, and my parents ran 
outside, only to see their four-year-old 
daughter writhing in hysterics on the cor­
ner. Needless to say, the neighbors thought 
it strange. And my mother, of course, 
expected an explanation. 
"What are you do ing out here?" she 
asked. 
"I'm sorry, Mommy, " I replied. "The 
Colonel took me here." 
Questions followed, and, as distraught 
as I was, I could not answer many of them. 
The most of an answer I could muster was 
that the Colonel was my friend. But, as the 
weeks wore on , and no member of my 
family saw hide nor hair of the Colonel, the 
issue died. 
A few years later, though, whe n I was 
found at the bottom of the stairs, again 
talking to an unseen friend, my mother was 
concerned. She, again, ushered me back up 
the stairs, and tried to forget what had 
happened. But curiosity got the best of her, 
1 imagine, and a week later, she took a look 
around. She then paid a visit to the 
Georgia Historical Society. The house was 
old, built around the turn of the century. 
At that time in architecture, people wanted 
secret rooms in which to hide valuables. 
She looked into the history of the house, 
and, sure enough, it was once inhabited by 
a Confederate Colonel. Spooky, huh? My 
mother agreed to allow the historical soci­
ety to visit the house. When the man from 
the historical society found the entrance 
into our secret room, he was brimming with 
excitement. When he finally got inside, 
however, he was as disappointed as Geraldo 
was when A1 Capone's vault was opened. 
There was nothing of historical value in­
side the room at all... in fact, it was totally 
empty. 
I, on the other hand, was completely 
fascinated by this new discovery. A secret 
room! No other child I knew had one of 
those. My cousin Eddie, who lived with us, 
was equally fascinated. Over the next few 
months, we played in the room, spending as 
much time as possible inside. My cat, 
however, would not go inside, and would 
not even come downstairs when the room 
was open. 
Yet nothing strange ever happened 
again, until I was eight. Eddie decided that, 
when my parents drove to Statesboro for an 
antiques auction, it would be really funny 
to lock me inside of the room, in complete 
darkness, to see how I w ould react. We 
went inside, as usual, to play with our toys, 
and he excused himself, saying that he 
wanted something toeat. I went on playing 
with my dolls, and he left, shutting the trap 
door behind him. I, of course, reacted 
immediately, as the room darkened. At 
first, I remember being terrified— I nev er 
liked the dark. "Let me out," I screamed, 
beating on the walls. I could hear him 
outside laughing, telling me to hold on for 
just one second. 
The seconds turned to minutes, the 
minutes to hours. He had slammed the trap 
door so hard when he left, it was stuck, 
could feel the musty room closing inonrr:t 
with the darkness, and I remember settling 
into a corner, to wait for the li ght. H ic 
room grey warm and stuffy, and 1 could 
smell the age. 
I assume that I blacked out, a childish 
attempt to shut out a horrible memory. But 
I n ever passed out. Although my cousin 
stayed outside talking to me for the eight 
hours I was locked in the room, 1 never 
answered his questions. He sa ys 1 was 
having a conversation of my own. 
Eight year olds do not talk t o them­
selves, at least not in full conversations. To 
this day, Eddie says that I was talking as ifl 
was answering some unheard q uestions, 
and that I paus ed as if listen ing to some 
unheard voice. I myself do not remembei 
talking at all, except to ask Eddie to open 
the door. 
Was I talking to a ghost? 1 am sutel 
don't know. Maybe I was, on ce again, 
carrying on a paranormal repertoire with 
the dead Colonel. I believe it is possible-
why wouldn't it be? My parents sold the 
house almost a year later. I ha d t rouble 
sleeping and I kept talking about voices in 
my sleep. I told my parents s tories, and 
when they commented on my vivid imagi­
nation, I, avoiding plagiarism, gave credit 
where creditwas due, and told them 1 heard 
it from the Colonel. They say that spirits 
talk to those who put up the le ast r esis­
tance, likechildren, the elderly, and the ill-
- those who open their subconscious. D ol 
believe in ghosts? I would have to say yes 
I have too many unanswered questions to 
not believe, and I haven't heard from the 
Colonel lately to ask. 
-Charlotte Anne Pinkney 
"Yes! I lived in a haunted 
house. I never saw them, but 





Death - IV 
I recent ly had the opportunity to see 
the new midnight thriller, "Faces of Death 
IV", and and about the best thiing I can say 
about it is that it was over by two A.M. For 
those who have seen the first three grue­
some'portrayals of human sufferage, this 
will be a tr ue disappointment. For those 
who have never seen the cow slaughter, 
satanic ritualistic slayings, or African tribal 
sacrifices, preserve your moral integrity as 
well asyourdinner; this movie's not for you. 
"Faces of Death" first came out in the 
late seventies and has become a true cult 
film. The intention was to truly mortify its 
audience with real-life footage of death and 
carnage. The first three moovies in the 
series do live up to th is end, and if you could 
sit throug h al l three without leaving die 
room even once, I don't know if Charles 
Manson would even consider befriending 
you. He'd probably be afraid of you usurp­
ing his command. 
In regard to the fourth and latest se­
quel, I must conclude that someone has 
bought the copyright to the movie, and is 
trying to profit th rough cheap special ef­
fects instead of actual footage. The level of 
believability falls far below Freddy's or 
Jason's ever did. So, if you must watch the 
bungy-jumper's inebriated jump off of a 
twelve-story building with enough rope for 
eleven stories, please be my guest; Hallow­
een is right around the corner. But, if you 
wantgoodadvise, spend your wee- morniing 




WHICH TAG WOULD YOU CHOOSE? 
At Welsh Pawn Shops, we 
have the same merchandise 
you find in retail stores, but 
it's priced about 40-50% 
lower. It doesn't take 
Einstein to figure out 
that's a great deal. 
Welsh carries gold, 
jewelry, TVs, VCRs, 
stereos, camcorders and 
much more. We even have a 
store right across from the 
Armstrong campus, at Sav-
' 
annah Crossings. And if you 
need quick cash, bring in a 
TV, VCR, stereo, 
jewelry, or most 
any item of value 
that you want to 
pawn. You can 
even pawn your 
car title, get instant cash and 
drive away with the car. 
So come on over and shop 
around. Your savings will 
really add up. 
PAWN SHOP 
DOWNTOWN 









2800 Skidaway Rd. 
356-9100 
GARDEN CITY 
5150 Augusta Road 
966-5604 
Quoteline: "Do You Believe In Ghosts?" 
"Yes! I do believe in ghosts! 
'Everytime someone in my family 
die% our fire alarms all go off... it's 
happened twice." 
-Tricia Jenkins, 
Ipident, Math Secretary 
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Tfie Armstrong State College Masquers 
present 
....... - 1 s 
mm 29th thru 31st 4/7.''' II: 
4: :4: 
lilt : 8:00 P.M. 
Auditorium 
H n 
"A Play You Can Really Sink Your Teeth. Into!" 
v. 
y .  .  -  .. j , V _ S«x, s«x, and more Dracula and WlHy explain procreation to the Renfield. 
I 
Bring this ticket to Jenkins Hall on Thursday, 
October 28th, at 8:00 P.M. for free admission 
to "The Passion Of Dracula." Good on 
Thursday ONLY. 
Tell 'em Sissy sent 'ya* 
Tech Crew! 
Dracula Photos"by benjamin A', fiafeer. 
"DfatUla, David Starnes, tells Willy, Shelley Carroll, worry jTdon't bite... hard." 
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Dr. Abraham Van Helsing' 
Jessie Jones 
Dr. Helga Van Zanclt' 
Catherine Oliver-Hughes 
















Thanks to Our 
M.H. Clark as Renfield: "Are you my mother?" David Starnes 
Workshops and Events offered by the 
Office of Career Planning & Placement 
for Fall Quarter 1993 
2nd Floor, Memorial College Center 
927-5269 
Workshobs: 
1) Resume Writing 
Thursday, October 14, 1993 
12:00 Noon, Career Library, Memorial College Center 
- Do you have questions about resume writing? This workshop will answer those 
questions as well as critique your resume, 
2) Applying to Qraduate School Workshop 
Thursday, November 11, 1993 
12:00 Noon, Career Library, Memorial College Center 
- Questions about the graduate school application process? This workshop will 
discuss tips and general procedures to the application process. 
3) Interviewing Skills 
Thursday, November 4, 1993 
12:00 Noon, Career Library, Memorial College Center 
-Does the interviewing process frighten you? This workshop will assist with building 
your confidence level and better prepare you for this important component of the job 
search process• 
Recruiting Event: 
8th Annual Coastal Qeorgia Colleges Recruiters Fair 
Wednesday, November 17, 1993, 9:30- 3:00 
Savannah State College, King-Frazier Complex- Savannah Ballroom 
To sign-up for an interview with an employer come by the Placement Office October 
20- November 8, 1993, You will be able to sign up for interviews as well as leave a 
copy of your resume, 
-This event is held in conjunction with Savannah State College every year. This year 
it will be on campus of SSC, It provides an opportunity for students and alumni of both 
schools to speak with recruiters from various industries regarding employment oppor-
tunities> Remember to DRESS FOR SUCCESS and bring several catnes nf 
resume!! 
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Dancing Through The Graveyard On Halloween 
Imam Abdullah, whose friend Murat 
Muletia had recently died, assumed the 
task of washing his friend's body prior to 
interment. But as he poured a bucket of 
water over the corpse for the ritual cleans­
ing, his supposedly deceased friend sat up. 
Utterlyshocked, the mourners ran scream­
ing from the h ouse-- except, that is, for 
Imam Abdullah, whose heart found die 
experience too much to take. A massive 
heart attack knocked him to the ground 
and left him dead. The next day, Muletia, 
who had been assumed a corpse after 
nothing more fatal than an epileptic at­
tack, helped bury his old friend Abdullah, 
using die very same coffin in which twenty-
four hours before he had been laid out. 
When I go dancing -- once a year on 
Halloween-- 1 t hink fondly of Abdullah 
and Muletia. I dance for them both, and I 
dance for us all. Halloween, if you know 
where to cruise, is party time. 
Now I'm n ot talking polyester skel­
etons, bedsheet ghosts, and latex zombies 
slurping Smirnoff coolers on the astro- turfed 
patiowithPinkFloydonthekaraoke. And 
this has nothing to do with drooling tots in 
Hefty bags extorting the neighborsfor nickel 
bags of Reese's and gummy bears and those 
chalky diuretics that slip through the hole 
in the sack, leaving a trail for the Ice Pick 
Kid Killer to follow them home. And, lawd 
knows, I'mnottalkingaboutthose Hallow­
een Hoots and Hoedowns arranged by some 
hideously earnest camp counselors on day 
release from Ding Dong School. 
What I'm suggesting is omething both 
more romantic and far less grotesque than 
traditional ways of celebrating die solemn 
feast of All Hallows Eve. What I'm recom­
mending, you see, is a little trip to the 
tombstones, a waltz to the graveyard, a 
stroll down Cemetery Lane. No costumes, 
no candy, no "Monster Mash" on the oldies 
station. Just cuddle up with a loved one and 
a pint of mad dog, and savor a wet October 
night in the loamy pasture of our inevitable 
dreams. First headstone on the right, and 
straight on till morning. 
Sometimes I pack an accordion to ser­
enade the spooks with a little polka music, 
cajun style. If it's not too cold, I shuck off 
my clothes and do the hokey-pokey till my 
feet give out. And if my darling's not too 
shy or too sober or too terrified, I nudge her 
muzzle with my snout and coo behind a 
mausoleum. It's always raining, just a little. 
The leaves tremble. I murmur "I love you, 
I love you" over and over again, until the 
ghosts, remembering, pick up the refrain. 
There's something sweet and cozy about a 
graveyard on Halloween. 
From the brass plate of Vachel Lind­
say, I snatch a bouquet of Woolworth's 
daisies and pin them to my darling's over­
alls. Together we recite the prairie poet's 
last foolish words: "They tried to get me— I 
got them first!" In 1931, we recall, he 
guzzled his last bottle of Lysol. 
Dancing past the stones, we call the 
roll. Some died of fast women and slow 
horse, crooked cards and straight whiskey. 
Some died lonesome as the moon; others 
were mugged by love. Zeno strangled him­
self; Zeuxis laughed to death over his own 
art; Icarus's wings melted, and he fell into 
the Aegean Sea. One night years ago my 
own grandfather went fishing for mermaids 
without any bait and never came back. 
Some died at birth. Some just forgot, for a 
moment, to live. 
All night long, under that wet Velveeta 
moon, we dance with the rain on our faces, 
the dead under our feet. We waltz past the 
stone of Alexander Ilitchewski, whose en­
tire life was consumed by the quest for a 
perfect love and who, at the end, cried out, 
"I have found at last the object of my 
desire!" We hear the last gasp of guru 
Meher Baba: "Don't worry. Be happy." 
George S. Kaufman: "I'm not afraid any­
more." Heinrich Heine: "God will pardon 
me-- i t is Hi s profession." Blues pianist 
Jimmy Lee Laine: "Let it roll! Let it roll!" 
And even Caligula: "I am still alive!" 
One foot in the grave, the other in the 
gravy. Fiddle music flays the air over Boot 
Hill. We putter in Potter's Field. We're 
elated in Elysium. The earth groans. I 
promise, boys and girls, there's nothing 
spooky here. Just the passion to dance in 
the dark with so many dead lying around. 
"Let it roll! Let it roll!" over and over again. 
Yet, invariably, morning arrives- a 
gray drizzle of petty chores, small duties, 
dull routines. The stuff that muffles in­
klings of life and death, that dulls to dis­
tance all we are. Exhausted, the dance 
becomes a limp, the song a sigh. We check 
our watches, kiss perfunctorily, promise to 
call. Still, as we pass through the gates of 
the graveyard, we murmur with O'Henry 
one lasttime, 'Turnup the lights. Oh, turn 
upthelights. I don't want to go home in the 
dark." 
So long, Abdullah. Farewell, Muletia. 
See you all next Halloween. I'll catch you 
at the graveyard. 
-Lubby Juggins 
rom the Desk of The President 
Everyone likes a bargain. There is one 
at Armstrong State College. For a Georgia 
resident d ie cost of tuition and fees for 
three quarters of fif teen hours credit per 
quarter is $ 1,566. As difficult as it may be 
for some to write a check for $522 each 
quarter, it is a bargain if you shop around. 
Nationally, the averagefor tuition and 
fees at four-year public colleges is $2,527, 
and $11, 025 at a private college. 
Armstrong's $ 1,566 annual cost places it in 
the bottom 12 percent of four year public 
colleges in the nation in terms of cost. 
But you do not have a bargain unless 
you receive a quality product— in our case, 
aquality education. Didyouknow that 100 
percent of all teacher education students 
have passed the Georgia Test of Teacher 
Certification in the last ten years and only 
five per cent had to take it twice before 
passing? The health professions students 
must pass national credentialing exams. 
Did y ou know that medical technology, 
radiologic technologies, and respiratory 
therapy students had 100 percent pass rates 
in 1992 and associate nursing and bacca­
laureate nursing had 95 percent and 94 
percent pass rates respectively? 
Did you know that since 1983, 90 
percent of- chemistry graduates tecoroj 
mended to medical school were accepted? 
Did you know that ten percent of the enter­
ing class of the University of Georgia's 
College of Pharmacy were Armstrong stu­
dents- a percentage exceeded only by the 
University of Georgia itself? Didyouknow 
that a 1992 general studies graduate earned 
a $60,000 MIT fellowship? 
In mathematics, the most prestigious 
student academic award is being named a 
Putnam scholar. Answer this question: Of 
these institutions, Armstrong State Col­
lege, Cal. Tech, MIT, and Stanford, which 
has not had a Putnam scholar? The answer 
is Stanford. 
These are not isolated statistics or sto­
ries. Each department at Armstrong has 
success stories. They are the evidence of 
academic excellence at Armstrong. This 
excellence is the result of dedicated and 
talented faculty members helping moti­
vated students achieve. 
What a bargain you have in Arm­
strong- academic excellence at a reason­
able price! 
-President Burnett 
Dear Regent Phillips: 
When I left the farm in North Carolina so many years ago to enroll 
at Mars Hill College, I never in my wildest imaginings dreamed that 
the professional road ahead would lead me to the position of Chan­
cellor of the University System of Georgia. Looking back, the day I 
arrived in Georgia (at Armstrong State College) was the best day of 
my life. I love my adopted state; I hold in reverence its distinguished 
University System; I have been extraordinarily privileged to serve for 
more than eight years as its Chancellor. 
That which best defines human life and human organization is 
change. The time has come for c hange in my professional and 
personal life which, in turn, will bring change to the University 
System in the form of new ideas, new leadership. The purpose of this 
letter is to notify you that I will officially retire as Chancellor, 
effective March 1, 1994. It is my int ent to utilize my accumulated 
vacation leave during the months of January and February, 1994. I 
commit to you and to the full Board t hat I will provide whatever 
assistance I can provide during the period of transition. 
Since I joined the staff in 1979,1 have had the opportunity to serve 
with 37 Regents who illustrate the highest ideal of public service. 1 
shall forever treasure my having had that opportunity. My thoughts 
and my prayers will always by w ith the University System and the 
thousands of students it serves and will serve in the years ahead. 
Sincerely, 
I si H. Dean Propst 
H. Dean Propst 
Chancellor 
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REAL LIFE NIGHTMARES 
Sometimes Real Life Is More Frightening Than Fiction 
We've all had them—experi­
ences so embarrassing, disastrous or 
humiliating that we'd prefer to for­
get they ever happened. Armstrong 
professors are no different. Just in 
time for the Halloween season, sev­
eral ASC professors have agreed to 
share some "classroom nightmares" 
with us that just may cause some of 
you to abandon your teaching plans 
for good. It's nice to know there are 
so many good sports around^, let 
you know what you're in for* 
finallyexcused himself, left the room didn't say which one. 
and broke the stubborn string in the call came during 







Mrs. Davis, of the English de­
partment, experienced womankind's 
ultimate fashion nightmare ofibday 
as she finished a longflay of teach­
ing and strolled casuallyacross cam­
pus. She stopped toJmt with a 
colleague and glanced down at her 
shoes—only to discover they didn't 
match. One was blue and one was 
black. w m 1 » 
lent 
^ a . Jokes. Upon 
miasc. up of his comedy routine 
wa* out of «3«KtV feeing PrettY CQo1 until he 
realized his textbook didn't match 
" Do Pinky of the History depart- anyone else's. It seems he was indie 
mem had & close Call when he was . wrong classroom, 
struck by a car while riding his bi­
cycle to work. Though sh he ANIMAL HOUSE 
repaired a broken Tire and contin­
ued on his way. He arrived too late x, ,, . 1 .* , . Dr. Me lien was able to provides • 
to shower ana change, someitaught f il r , , , , ,  .  ,  .  1  1 1  .  z - l .  v o l u m e  o f  c o l o r f u l  c l a s s r o o m  e x p e  his class, battered aild bruised, unhrs \ c ,. , ,, , ., . , , - W noace^some of which involved fern 
f 
*** 
Dr. Cottrell found a mildew di­
saster waiting for her when she re­
turned from a summer trip to Pug|p 
Rico. She was scheduled to t^ich 
the next day, but thtL Only cleap# 
outfit she could put together re­
sembled a "ballerina cosflilif^fl£l 
was too late to Buy something new, 
so she wore the "costume" on the 
first day of the quarter. "How can 
you establish respect in the class­
room when you look like a ballerina 
in black tights?" she asked. 
:•>' :<•> •:*>. •>;<.> 
^g^pparently, teaching, can be a 
hazardous profession at times. Dr. 
Hansen shared another experience 
from years ago when he taughteighth 
grade math. He sat down at his desk 
at the beginning of a class* quickly 
biking clothes. 
M Another calamitjpxxurred one 
Summer evening when Dr. 
Weingarten attempted to open a 
window in a ba®rt#it classroom of 
a woman's Catholic college. The 
window locks were located at thf 
top, so he had to climb to reach 
ihem. The class kfd.::;6ri as the 
chair slipped benqgth him, and he 
fell to the floor and broke his ankle. 
Class was dismissed for the day. 
Shocking as it may seem, ntix-
aninsals. -While approaching h is 
speechiilasl©|ie day, he experienced 
a feeling of dread when he saw the 
crowd surrounding his classroom 
door. Ayoungmanhadmanagedto 
bring a dairy ops? uffthe steps an; 
into the second floor room to use as 
a visual aid. The milking demon' 
stration went off without a hitch— 
until the student attempted to take 
his cow home. Cows go up steps, not 
down steps. Fortunately, amongst 
the chaos and panic that followed, 
Dr.. Mellen discovered a freight el­
evator in another section of th e 
building. 
*** 
todiscQverthatsomeonqhadplaced ups do occur in classrooms oeca-
afrf^T wasn't about sionally. Dr. talker's 
to react," he said. 'I couldn't let ogy class was atfirstconfused by her 




Dr. Hansen discovered a flaw in 
his ensemble when he spotted a gla 
ing two-inch white string prot|p| 
ing from his zipper while conduct 
ing his algebra class. Hgdlcided to 
try the chalkboard triclyle turned 
to the board and wrote with one 
hand and pulled with the other— 
until the string was two feet long. 
There he stood, grasping a merciless 
elasticstringattached to his fly, while 
attempting to work an equation. He 
error in I 
entitled her 
" (prohibiting^ 
closely related insel 








The Math department in Hawes 
Hall seems to have group disasters. 
In addition to frequent lightning 
strikes on nearby trees, (they blame 
those on the biology people down­
stairs) they once experienced a death 
threat to an un-named math profes­
sor. "Some jealous husband said he 
was coming to kill one of us, but he 
Dr. Taylor, from the department 
of Social Behavioral Sciences, dis-
covered the dangers of showing a 
film in class that he hadn't screened 
first. The film, which had beef 
"recommended" by two grad st u-
dents, was a graphic pictorial on 
elephant mating. Taylor started the 
shocking film and left while s tu­
dents watched. Some fled in ho r­
ror—some stayed in astonishment 
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STUDENTS FROM 
HELL 
At times , students themselves 
can be a professor's worst night­
mare. Professor Comaskey explains: 
"One of the most frightening things 
about teaching history is the an­
swers y ou get from your students, 
who will, in about a decade, be de­
termining the fate of our world. 
Examples: 
Who w as Joan of Arc?... Noah's 
wife! 
Whowasjudas Iscaariot?... Founder 
of Judaism! 
Who was Heinrich Himmler?... He 
invented the Heimlich maneuver! 
*** 
Dr. Gross recalls t he day a col-
eague was finally pushed to the limit 
y a student who slept during class. 
One day the professor stopped his 
ecture, took careful aim, and flung 
bjs p iece of ch alk at the sleeper, 
itting the startled student in the 
ead. Although he has not used this 






Oddly enough, the Literature de­
partment appears to be a particu­
larly "hellish" place to work. One 
shocking ordeal began right here on 
the ASC campus and was reported 
by Professor Clancy: 
"I stayed late one night grading 
papers after my Irish Lit class—the 
one that meets from 8:20 to 10:30. 
We'd been reading Joyce's Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Man. When I 
walked out to my car there was no­
body around. It was dark and rain­
ing—I hurried to my car. When I 
turned the key, it wouldn't start. 
The battery was dead. I decided to 
hitchhike home—what else could I 
do? I waited there, by the road, but 
there were no cars for a long time. 
Finally, through the rain, I saw 
headlights in the distance. As they 
got closer, I could tell the car was a 
1925 Dusenberg. It pulled over, and 
I got in. What choice did I have? 
Then I noticed the guy looked fa­
miliar. He wore a pork pie hat at a 
rakish angle and a patch over one 
eye. He had a thin face, thin fea­
tures—he kinda looked like the 
devil. He said he was lost. He was 
trying to find his way back to Dublin. 
I told him it was about 100 miles 
back toward Macon. He just looked 
over and smiled as if I'd said some- * 
thing funny. We got into a conver- ' 
sation then, and he asked me if I 'd' 
done any writing. He asked me'Son 
can you make 'em laugh, Son can 
you make 'em cry ?' I said I had done 
some writing. Soon he pulled up to 
my house on Harris Street and I got 
out. Last time I saw him he was 
heading up, lookin' for Dublin in 
the rain. And that's a true story. 
*** 
Another shocker came to us from 
a tall, dark, mysterious, 
nontraditional kind of guy who pre­
fers to remain anonymous—due to 
the sensitive nature of his story: 
"It really was a dark and stormy 
night—rain like the knuckles of 
madmen rapping against the class­
room windows, the wind groaning 
around us like the woeful song of 
dead sailors on a ghost ship. We 
were reading Coleridge's Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner, while outside wild 
cats and axe murders were cackling 
in the dark. A young woman in the 
class was reading aloud, her voice 
trembling: 
The souls did from their bodies 
fly— 
They fled to bliss or woe! 
And every soul, it passed me by, 
Like the whizz of my crossbow 
And at just that moment thunder 
erupted like an enormous fist punch­
ing holes in the night, and the room, 
the hall, the entire campus went 
dark—an absolute hellish pitch. 
Screams stuck in throats, nobody 
breathed. For a moment we were all 
just one thumping heart of terror. 
Then out of the darkness, from the 
back of the room, came a thin sleepy 
voice—and the most dreadful ques­
tion of all. 'Oh, Doc,' the voice 
whined, 'will this be on the exam?' 
So, of course, we had to kill him." 
Part Time Help Wanted. 
Privately owned yacht 
needs part time mainte­
nance person. Hours and 
wages flexible. Need to 
have good hand-eye co­
ordination and love of 
boats. Call Richard 
Mitchell at 355-6608. 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! 
Students needed! Earn $2000+ 
monthly. Summer/holidays/ 
fulltime. World travel. Carib­
bean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. 
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, 
Deck Hands, Casino Workers, 
etc. No experience necessary. 
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. 
C147. 
GREEKS AND CLUBS. 
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN 
JUST ONE WEEK! 
For your fraternity, sorority, or 
club. Plus $1,000 for yourself! 
And a FREE T-SHIRT just for 
calling. 
1-800-932-0528, ext. 75. 
EXCELLENT 
EXTRA INCOME NOW! 
ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 - $800 every week 
Free Details: SASE to 
International Inc. 
1375 Coney Island Ave. 
Brooklyn, New York 11230 
Compiled by Qrace Robbins. 
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Get fi 
Grip 
CBy Sissy [Ĵ oalriyJil 
and 
yfan£ "Scoop " 
S îndefm eyer 
Dear Sissy, 
Which came first, the chicken or the 
ague? Th ere ain't no mention of nothing but 
fowls (ain't that chickens or ain't they) in 
stuff like that Robin Hood guy and other such 
midevil tales. Anyhow there's lots of talk 
about them things and agues too, but 1 was 
just curious, and I was hope ing you could 
help. 1 think that S hakespear guy like fowls 
and agues too. 
Just sign me, 
Wonderin' 
Dear Wonderin, 
I sure do understand your headache on this 
question. Must say, it sure tried to make my 
head turn tail and run. But, as I promised, I'll do 
my dagburnedest to answer it. Well, let's see. 
Back home, Old Doc Mallard always trea ts the 
ague uiith chicken soup and a bit of quinine. So, 
it seems to me that the chicken for the soup coulda 
showed up after people was a dym' from the ague, 
and some ole granny Just boiled up that old 
pecldn bird and tried her damdest to feed that 
chicker,-run-ihrough-the-water to the ailin'. 
Now, here's the upside down of that notio n. 
What if the chicken was just walking about 
pecking like chickens do and all of a sudden 
someone fell ou t, shaking, shivering, and sweating 
with some serious ague fever. Then, the old 
chicken done come first before the ague. The last 
notion makes more sense to me I suppose because 
look at the turkey. He just moseys about 'till 
Thanksgiving, and BAM, bird gets it right 'tween 
the eyes 'cause some ole fool decided turke y earn' 
goes with Thanksgiving. Poor ole bird mmdin' 
his own business 'till he becomes the answer to 
the because, probably much like the chicken. You 
sure are right about something gone a fowl here. 
About Robin Hood, he was either quite a 
fowler to feed all his tree men or he used the bows 
and arrows to shoot at people what made fun of 
his green tights, pointed feathered h at, andjor 
poorly cut skirt. But, I se en the big picture sh ow 
on Robin Hood and weren't no chicken in sight. 
So, he musta caught some old gobbler what 
survived through November. 
The most wonderin' thing to me in your 
letter was how you knew Mr. Billy Spear and 
that he had a serious case of the ague. He got the 
fever so bad that Do c Mallard added a touch of 
moonshine to his quinine. Billy gamed sucha 
fondness for the reme dy that his hands shook even 
after his body quit dom' the hurley-buxley from 
the fever. Did you know that he works down at 
Cooler's County Line as a parking lot sweeper? 
His hand shakin' technique works well with the 
broom, but no one much remembers that his 
name is Billy an ymore. Now, he answers to 
Shakee Spear. Next time I am home, 1 will tell 
him you questioned after him. 
1 hope this helps. Thanks for writin'. 
Sincerely, 
Sissy 
Howdy Sports fans (et al), 
Please allow me a moment to address all 
of you concerning the debut of my first 
column. I'm Hank, and I'm not going to 
take it an ymore! 1 am SOOO tired of 
reading advice columns written by wimpy 
women who are so sensitive it's sickening 
and who constantly give advice on topics 
they no nothing about! 
That is why I stole the first letter in 
today's column from Sissy. How could 
SHE possibly give a guy advice on women? 
What do women know? They don't even 
understand themselves! 
Therefore, 1 have star ted this column so 
that the people who want the real lo w-down 
without all the mus h have an option. So, 
let's get to it: 
Deai Sissy, Hank, 
I'm a transfer student from USC-
Beaufort, and this is my first quarter here. 
There's something I've noticed here at 
Armstrong which has really bothered me. 
There are lot of married or engaged or 
seriously attached women on campus. Are 
there any decent, attractive, SINGLE ladies 
on campus? If indeed there are a few, then 
how should I go about finding them, meeting 
them, and asking them out? 
"Sleepless in Savannah" 
P.S. Is Shelley available? 
Yo Sleepy, 
First of all, have you considered the 
possibility that all of these women that are telling 
you that they are m the midst of some serious 
relationship might be LYING!?! There happens 
to be quite a few single, attractive ladies on 
campus. Of course, to give you credit, finding 
one that will admit it to anyone less than Arnold 
What's his name (a.k.a. the terminator) is a task 
worthy of the most devout seeker. The best 
advice is to keep washing your hair and putting 
on your deodorant (If you are not doing this, we 
may have found your problem.) and if it gets too 
lonely, just go talk to Dr. Mellen in Gamble 
Hall. He can relate, although he may bore y ou to 
tears. 
P..S. Shelley and her three kids Wolfgang, 
Gertrude, andJekyll/Hyde are all available. 
Hank 
Dear Hank, 
I need some advise. My girlfriend, Freda, 
says she's going to break up with me because 
I'm not manly enough. What can I do to 
enhance my macho image in Freda's eyes? 
Philbert 
P.S. I feint at the sight of blood, so please 
advise something other than hunting 
Yo Philly, 
The first thing 1 would suggest is to change 
your name. How can anybody named Philbert 
look manly to a woman who laughs every time she 
calls his name? 1 mean, "OOH, AAH, Philbert" 
just doesn't cut the mustard. (Of course OOH, 
AAH Freda must get you to giggling on 
occasion!) 
Secondly, go get some of those teeny, tiny 
little leopard skin underpants. Whenever your 
girlfriend sees you in those, she'll think of Tarzan. 
Finally, learn how to burp on command and 
scratch your nether regions enthusiastically. No 
woman can resist that. 
Hank. 
Dear Hank, 
Why don't condom's come with 
instructions, I really, really, really need saw 





Well that's it for today, but be sure to send tk 
letters in. I'll be waiting to hear from you! 
Hank 
Okay Women! We ain't gonna take this OK 
lying in the road. You Sissy fens out then 
in newspaperland send me a letter mailed to 
me personal. Mr. Blowed>up head Hank 
says hell get more letters than me. W ell, 
help me out. 
Thanks 
Sissy 
Answers to Quiz Bowl 
Questions on page 12. 
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